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ABSTRACT 
The electric utility industry in the United States is in the midst of great change. This 
change will propel the industry from one in which regulated prices are the norm to one in 
which market prices and competition set the standard. With deregulation comes open 
access to the interconnected transmission grid for all buyers and sellers of bulk power. 
Stability and thermal line overload issues become increasingly more important as 
transactions between areas increase on an hour-to-hour and even minute-to-minute basis 
in this newly competitive environment. 
This thesis develops a method to alleviate thermal line overloads resulting from area 
transactions. This method is based upon a linear programming solution to dispatch 
generation throughout a power system optimally to avoid and eliminate any thermal 
overloads. An economic dispatch routine is included to assure overload removal with 
minimum operating costs. This method is used to help determine the transmission 
capacity limits of transactions between areas. These limits are found at transaction levels 
at which overloads can no longer be removed. Transactions can simply be initiated by 
increasing the selling area's generation while decreasing the buying area's generations 
accordingly; however, this may lead to line overloads. In some cases, using the method 
developed in this thesis will allow higher transaction levels than would be possible by 
initiating transactions using simple adjustment of generation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
The electric power industry in the United States is in the midst of great change. This 
change will propel the industry from one in which regulated prices are the norm to one in 
which market prices and competition set the standard. With deregulation comes open 
access to the interconnected transmission system for all users. This has been proposed by 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in [1] as the only means of 
promoting fair competition. Complicating the increased usage of the interconnected 
transmission system are the environmental, health, and cost concerns inhibiting the 
building of new transmission lines. Approaches must be developed to better utilize the 
existing system and better evaluate the limits on the amount of power that can be 
transferred over the interconnected grid. These limits set the transmission capacity of the 
grid. 
To understand the impending problems and challenges, it is beneficial to review a 
brief history of how the electric industry has developed over the years to reach the state 
that it is now in. Electricity was originally only available from electric utilities that 
served limited geographical regions. They owned and operated the generation, 
transmission, and distribution systems, which, in tum, they had designed and built to 
serve these specific regions. Interconnections between neighboring utilities were built as a. 
means to increase the reliability of the systems. They provided the vital links to transfer 
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power from area to area in times of system outages. However, changes throughout the 
years have placed other demands on these interconnections. 
The following background discussion provides the motivation for open access as 
found in [ 1]. Throughout the 1970s, increases in inflation and electricity and interest rates 
made consumers think twice about the prices they were being charged for electricity. 
During the same time, utilities increased their generation capacities with nuclear and 
other capital-intensive facilities only to find the predicted load demands fail to 
materialize, partly because of conservation efforts of consumers. The utilities were left 
with large costs that they passed off onto the consumer. Pressure was placed on 
regulatory agencies to reduce these costs. In 1978 the Public Utility Regulatory Policy 
Act (PURPA) was passed, making the development of alternative generating sources, 
qualifying facilities (QFs), a means of encouraging utilities to conserve traditional fossil 
fuels such as coal and natural gas. The QFs were mainly cogenerators and small power 
producers. In order to qualify as a QF, a cogeneration facility could not be owned by a 
party primarily engaged in the production or sale of electric power. In general, an 80 MW 
capacity has been imposed as the maximum production for a small power producer to 
qualify as a QF. The exception to this limit was solar, wind, waste, and geothermal 
power production facilities. The act required utilities to purchase power from the QFs 
over the interconnections. 
Other non-utility generators that did not qualify as QFs appeared on the scene in the 
1980s, intending to become players in the electricity markets. These were known as. 
independent power producers (IPPs). Through new technology, smaller plants became 
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more cost effective than larger plants. Technology has also increased the efficiency of 
transporting power over long transmission lines. The smaller generators could provide 
power at lower costs than the utilities. This was especially desirable in the regions of the 
country where costs were high. In order to take advantage of the lower costs, contracts 
for buying and selling power over longer distances were made by using the many 
interconnections between areas. The problem remained, though, of transmission access. 
In order to buy from or sell to a non-neighboring area, permission had to be obtained 
from the owner of the transmission lines. Questions arose concerning potentially 
discriminatory practices of transmission owners denying access to small independent 
generators. Such practices could be interpreted as impeding competition, rather than 
simply ensuring system reliability. 
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 served to promote greater competition in the bulk 
power market by encouraging new players. This act served to prevent unfair practices of 
transmission owners by removing barriers for independent generators to gain transmission 
access. Under this act, new reporting was required of all utilities owning transmission 
over 100 kV to create a data base of potentially available transmission capacity [2]. 
The electric industry is presently in transition from being regulated to entering full 
competition. Although competition has been encouraged through the passage of various 
acts, discriminatory practices still exist in transmission access. The Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission believes that the only way to reach the point of a completely 
competitive market is to open up transmission access to all buyers and sellers of power .. 
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As stated in [1], "participants in wholesale power markets will have non-discriminatory 
open access to the transmission systems of public utilities." 
Open access will utilize the interconnections between individual areas in a manner for 
which they were not originally designed. Power will flow on these interconnections not 
to maintain system reliability but rather to serve the purposes of competition. This will 
invariably lead to stressed situations throughout the network, not only at the point of 
power transfer. The major blackout in the northeastern United States in 1965 should 
serve as a reminder that reliable and secure operation has to be maintained in all intended 
transactions for the sake of the rest of the members on the interconnected grid. 
The problem that must be studied is how power transactions from one area on the 
interconnected grid to another area affect not only the areas in between, but also the 
remainder of the grid. The goal is to establish methods of determining the transmission 
capacity limits, or transfer capabilities, of the many transactions possible between areas 
and how these limits are set by the reliability and stability of the system. 
1.2 Factors Influencing Transmission Capacity 
In the dawning age of completely competitive open transmission access, it is 
imperative that engin~ering is not sacrificed for an economic opportunity. While many 
people are talking about the money to be made and how transmission services are going 
to be priced, it is also important to focus on the problems that increased interarea activity 
may create on the interconnected transmission system. The ability to sell, and hence 
transfer, power from one area to another depends on the amount of transmission capacity. 
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available. In attempting to determine transmission capacity, the strength of the entire 
transmission network must be considered, not just the areas concerned with transactions. 
The nonlinearity inherent in power systems ensures that power will not necessarily 
flow in the desired direction. Simple linear circuit theory cannot be applied to a power 
system. In basic circuit analysis, some node voltages are known and will determine the 
voltages and currents throughout the rest of the circuit. In power system analysis, power 
values at buses, the nodes of power systems, and generators are given, and the 
corresponding voltages and power flows throughout the system must be found. The 
distribution of load and generation throughout the system will determine how power 
flows from generators to loads to meet the demand. However, the relationship is not 
linear among the many elements of the system. In a lossless system, transactions can be 
instigated from one area to another by having the generation of the sending area increased 
by the amount of the transaction while the generation of the receiving area is decreased 
accordingly. However, because there are many other components of the system, the 
power will not flow in a direct path from sending area to receiving area. The transaction 
really comes about as a bookkeeping measure that sums the net flow of power out of an 
area. The sending area's net flow should be positive while the receiving area's net flow 
should be negative. Factors that must be considered in ensuring that transactions are not 
detrimental to the system are their effects on voltage stability, transient stability, dynamic 
stability, and thermal overloads of transmission lines. To determine an appropriate 
amount of available transmission capacity, all of these factors would have to be studied in 
an attempt to determine the point at which transactions may lead to loss of stability or 
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thermally overloaded lines. The first three factors will be described briefly with the main 
focus on the thermal overload problem. 
Voltage stability can be viewed as both a static and dynamic problem. Voltage 
stability is the ability of the system to maintain the system voltages such that when load 
admittance is increased, load power will increase, such that the power and voltage are 
both controllable throughout the system [3]. As a static problem, stability is 
compromised because of a continuous decay of voltage as the operating point of the 
system changes over time. Dynamic voltage stability is concerned with the ability to 
maintain voltage control if the system is suddenly perturbed from its operating point. 
Analysis is concerned with the dynamic characteristics of power system stabilizers, loads, 
FACTS (Flexible AC Transmission Systems), tap-changers, load frequency control, and 
automatic generation control. Analysis of static voltage stability can be done through 
standard power flow techniques. Stability problems are indicated by a singular power 
flow Jacobian. Both dynamic analysis and static analysis can be done using energy 
methods. 
Transient stability is concerned with the effects of disturbances on the power system. 
The disturbances may include lightning strikes or the loss of a generator or transmission 
line. Transient stability study is concerned with the first few seconds following a 
disturbance and whether or not synchronism among all generators will be maintained 
following the disturbance [4]. Analysis methods include time domain analysis and 
stability programs such as energy methods [5]. 
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Dynamic stability is concerned with oscillations that do not diminish after the initial 
generator overshoot following a system disturbance. Growing oscillations will adversely 
affect the operation of automatic frequency and voltage regulating controls [4]. This 
problem may be studied using stability programs utilizing eigenanalysis and time domain 
solutions [ 5]. 
The final effect that transactions might have on the system is to cause thermal 
overloads throughout the entire system. This problem has been presented in the literature 
and various methods have been proposed to prevent and alleviate thermal overloads. The 
issue of thermal overloads will be the direct focus of this thesis, with some additional 
concern with steady-state voltage stability. 
1.3 Literature Survey 
The topic of thermal overload removal and prevention on transmission lines appears 
in various forms in the literature. These range from analytical techniques to adjust power 
scheduling that will eliminate overloads, power electronic devices designed to control the 
flow of power on a line, to re-evaluation of the way thermal limits are calculated to 
ensure overload prevention. The issue of transmission capacity, or transfer capability, 
also appears. The following is a brief summary of recent work in all these areas. 
The issue of thermal overload alleviation has been addressed as a power scheduling 
technique in [6]-[9]. An early work concerned with removing thermal overloads to 
maintain system security is [6]. This paper discusses the effectiveness of simplex linear 
programming methods for this purpose. Active power rescheduling and a de load flow. 
are used as simple and efficient means of providing the solution. Each generator cost is 
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modeled by piecewise linear cost curves. The discussion in [7] shows that optimization 
techniques utilizing the decoupling of real and reactive controls are effective means of 
adjusting power schedules to remove thermal overloads. The discussion suggests that a 
two-stage optimization technique be employed; the first stage is an unconstrained 
economic dispatch problem, and the second stage serves to eliminate any thermal 
violations by minimizing the adjustment of the real power components from the 1 
economic dispatch minimum point to alleviate the overload. The second stage will 
ensure that the economy of the first stage is preserved and that system security is 
obtained. In [8], the benefits of employing an optimal power flow (OPF) to remove 
thermal overloads is examined on a real system. The study concludes that operating costs 
can be reduced and that transmission transfer capability can be increased by better 
utilizing system resources. The particular method employed is not discussed, but it is 
emphasized that an on-line application is necessary to realize the full benefits of the 
method. In [9], the various constraint, contingency, and scheduling issues important to 
system security in a real-time setting are examined. Among these issues is that of thermal 
line overloads. This paper addresses the trade-offs of various operating decisions and a 
means of presenting these to a system operator. Dual simplex linear programming 
techniques are discussed as a means of solving a security-constrained optimal power 
flow. The difficulty is in reaching a single solution, given the outcomes of various 
security-constrained optimal power flows. The integrated package presented in the paper 
takes information from a real-time energy management system and uses the results from. 
the constrained OPFs to provide recommendations to the system operator. 
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Security-constrained optimal power flow is concerned with the optimization of some 
objective function while maintaining system security or bringing the system back to a 
secure state. Different objective functions can be chosen based upon the desired 
optimization. Possible choices include minimizing the cost of generation and 
transactions, minimizing transmission losses, minimizing the shift in controls, or 
minimizing the number of controls shifted [ 1 0]. Besides the removal of thermal 
overloads, economic operation of the system is also a concern. The objective function for 
security-constrained economic dispatch would be to minimize operating costs. This 
brings in the issue of how to model the generator costs. Simple linear curves can be used. 
More complicated piecewise linear curves, as in [6] and [10], are also a possibility. 
Another option is to use a polynomial cost function linearized about the operating point, 
as is done in [ 11]. This includes more accurate information than a simple linear curve, 
but avoids some of the difficulties encountered with piecewise linear cost models. 
Another relatively new method of addressing the issue of thermal overloads is 
reviewed in [12]. This work discusses the use of power electronics devices known as 
FACTS (Flexible AC Transmission Systems) to serve this purpose. These devices are 
actually able to control and direct the flow of real and reactive power on transmission 
lines. The main drawback of these devices appears to be the cost, which is well above 
that of installing new transmission lines. However, these devices are a viable option for 
the future when it will most likely be that new transmission lines will not be built due to 
environmental pressures. 
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A final method that has been suggested to deal with the thermal overload problem is 
to re-evaluate the calculation of the limits that determine an overload condition. This has 
been presented in [ 13]. This work examines the accuracy of the variables determining 
the limits. Both the physical characteristics of the transmission line conductor and the 
weather affect the limit ratings. Some safety margin has been built into the limits because 
all conditions are not accurately known. A closer look at how weather conditions are 
related and better monitoring of conductor temperature, sag, and tension lead to better 
models of the line. A better understanding of these parameters will enable the limits to be 
raised without sacrificing any safe and reliable operation. 
Other works related to the thermal overload problem, although not directly addressing 
solution methods, involve contingency ranking for thermal overloads and quantifying 
transmission capacity. Methods of ranking contingencies and their effects on thermal 
overloads are discussed in [ 14]. There is no discussion of methods for removing the 
thermal overloads, but it identifies the need for control actions to prevent thermal I 
violations occurring during contingencies. Transmission capacity determination is 
discussed in [5] by addressing the accuracy of power system modeling. The paper 
suggests that inaccuracies in modeling previously thought to provide safety margins may 
result in simulations that suggest more or less transmission capacity than actually 
available. These safety margins will affect the way that thermal overloads present 
themselves under various operating conditions. 
Reviewing these works shows that various issues involving thermal overloads,. 
transmission capacity, and the effects of contingencies on system security are being 
I 
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addressed. However, in the changing electric industry atmosphere, thermal overload 
prevention and alleviation methods as area transactions take place still have to be studied. 
This is the goal of this work. 
1.4 Overview 
The remainder of this thesis will develop a method to remove thermal overloads on 
transmission lines created · by transactions between areas and line contingencies. This 
method will be used to test the limits of real power that can be transferred between areas 
to the point where the overload removal method fails to work. An economic dispatch 
subproblem will also be included to ensure that operating costs are minimized while 
removing the overloads. 
The development of this method will present linear programming algorithms used to 
solve both the overload and economic dispatch problems. Linear programming is used 
because such techniques have shown great promise in efficiently and quickly solving 
constrained optimization problems, as presented in [6], [9], [10], and [11]. Active power 
rescheduling will serve to eliminate any overloads and optimize operating costs, as is 
done in [6], [7], and [11]. The objective function for the economic dispatch subproblem 
will be the linearized polynomial function, as in [ 11]. The overload and economic 
dispatch problems will be solved separately, as in [7]. An ac power flow will be 
incorporated into both subproblems to ensure that constraints are being met and to obtain 
an operating point for the next overload or economic dispatch iteration. The development 
of the solution method will begin with the presentation of power flow equations and 
constraints central to both the overload and economic dispatch subproblems, followed by 
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the development of the overload subproblem and the economic dispatch problem. 
Finally, this technique will be applied to test systems to determine the effectiveness of the 
approach. 
A note on terminology is warranted before any further discussion. Throughout the 
remainder of this thesis, "control area," or simply "area," will refer to a utility, 
cogeneration facility, independent power producer, or any entity selling or buying power 
from the interconnected transmission grid. An area can be viewed as an economic entity 
serving to minimize its costs of operations while still meeting the load demands it is 
required to serve. "Transactions" will refer to power transfers from one area to another 
through buying and selling of the power. "Interchange" is the net sum of power entering 
and leaving an area either through buying and selling of power or as a result of 
inadvertent power flows resulting from the nonlinearities of the system. "Transmission 
capacity" refers to the total amount of power that can be transferred. This term will be 
used in determining the amount of power that can be transferred between areas, but it can 
also refer to the amount that can be transferred within areas. "Transfer capability" means 
the amount of power that can be transferred between areas [15]. In quantifying limits set 
by thermal overloads, the term "transmission capacity" is preferred because thermal limits 
will be encountered when no area transactions are occurring. 
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CHAPTER2 
DEVELOPMENT OF THERMAL OVERLOAD SOLUTION METHOD 
2.1 Introduction 
Thermal overload prevention in a power system is an important factor to consider in 
reliable operation. Overheated lines may sag into other transmission lines causing shorts 
and outages. Extended operation under overheated conditions may degrade the strength 
of the line, making it prone to failure. This chapter will first present how line limits are 
set such that overloads can be prevented, provided the system is operated within the 
limits. It will then present linear programming concepts such that a basic understanding 
is available for the reader to follow the development of the overload and economic 
dispatch subproblems. Both subproblems will then be developed on the basis that all 
control action is taken by real power adjustment of system generators, and finally, the 
complete optimal power flow solution method will be presented. 
2.2 Determination of Thermal Limits 
Thermal limits are an important consideration in determining transmission capacity 
limits. Thermal ratings on transmission lines serve several purposes. Among the most 
important of these is to preserve the strength of the conductor that might be compromised 
by annealing and to prevent line sag that violates critical clearance levels [13]. Although 
the specifics of how thermal limits are set are not a central focus, it is informative to 
explain briefly how they are determined. 
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Many variables contribute to the determination of thermal limits. Among these 
variables are the physical characteristics of the conductor and weather conditions. The 
particular conductor chosen for a line will come with an associated impedance. This 
impedance will in turn determine the limit of the current flow through the line. This 
current contributes to heat generation in the line resulting from fR losses. How much 
this heating affects the safe operation of the system determines the limits set for current 
flow on a transmission line. The thermodynamic characteristics of the conductor will 
determine how well it can dissipate any heat generated. Higher ambient temperatures will 
impede the loss of heat in the line conductor making excessive current conditions more 
severe. Wind flowing over the lines will help in heat dissipation; however, wind 
conditions are variable. · This unpredictability makes it difficult to depend on the wind to 
alleviate heating. 
The most critical consideration in setting thermal limits is the clearance of 
transmission lines [13]. The spacing between transmission lines set during the planning 
stages will affect the allowable sag and tension of the lines. The limits are calculated 
such that given predictable conditions, the current flowing on the lines will not cause 
them to sag below clearances for which they were safely designed. Given the wide range 
of weather conditions possible throughout a year, it is obvious that thermal limits are 
adjusted periodically to allow better utilization of the lines. However, because of the 
randomness of weather events, it is apparent that the limits in no way are exact, but 
nonetheless, they should be obeyed to preserve the safe and reliable operation of the. 
interconnected power grid. 
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2.3 Basic Linear Programming Concepts 
This section will serve to present the linear programming (LP) concepts necessary to 
follow the development of the overload and economic dispatch problems. No attempt is 
made to prove any of the results given. For comprehensive coverage of linear 
programming methods and issues, [ 16] serves as an excellent reference. 
Linear programming serves to minimize an objective function based upon the costs of 
control variables subject to constraints on the controls. Standard form for a linear 
program is 
minimize c Tx 
subject to Ax = b , 
x~O 
(2.1) 
where cTx is the objective function and the set of equations, Ax = b, are the linear 
constraints on the control variables to be met during the optimization. A feasible solution 
results, provided the condition x ~ 0 is met. Matrix A is of dimension m-by-n, 
representing m constraint equations and n variables. The vector x represents the control 
variables, and the vector cT contains the costs associated with each control variable. 
Solutions of linear programs are in terms of basic variables. Basic variables and 
solutions are given in terms of an m-by-m submatrix, B, of the columns of A. The 
submatrix B is called a basis of A because the columns forming the submatrix are linearly 
independent. A basic solution results if (n-m) components of x not associated with B are 
set to zero. The m components of x not set to zero are called basic variables. Basic 
solutions may not necessarily exist for a problem as initially formed. However, to 
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facilitate the solution, it must be assumed that n > m and that the rows of A are linearly 
independent. 
For purposes of finding the optimal solution, it is beneficial to have both a basic and 
feasible solution. The following definition is at the heart of linear programming 
solutions: 
Fundamental theorem of linear programming 
Given a linear program in standard form (2.1) where A is m-by-n of rank m, 
(i) if there is a feasible solution, there is a basic feasible solution; 
(ii) if there is an optimal feasible solution, there is an optimal basic feasible 
solution [16]. 
The linear programming method used for the solution of the overload and economic 
dispatch problems is the classical simplex method, as presented in [ 16]. The idea is to 
proceed from one basic feasible solution to another in a manner which continually 
decreases the value of the objective function. This method works towards optimality by 
maintaining feasibility. Simplex problems are formulated by placing the constraints in a 
tableau. The tableau takes on the form given below: 
XI x2 xm xm+l xm+2 X · J xn b 
1 0 0 Yt ,m+l YI ,m+2 Ytj Yin YIO 
0 1 0 
(2.2) 
0 0 0 Yi,m+l Yi,m+2 Yin YiO 
0 
0 0 1 Ym,m+l Y m,m+2 Ymj Ymn Ymo 
0 0 0 rm+l rm+2 
The variables Xt, x2, ... , Xm are the corresponding basic variables, with the remainder. 
of the variables being nonbasic. The rows of the tableau represent the A coefficients of 
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the constraint equations Ax = b. The last row of the tableau contains the relative cost 
coefficients, rj. These are determined from 
m 
z·- L c·y·· J - i =I I IJ 
rj = c j - z j 
(2.3) 
where ~ is the number of basic variables, Ci is the cost associated with the ith basic 
variable, Cj is the cost associated with the jth variable, and rj is the jth relative cost 
coefficient. Notice that the number of basic variables is equal to the number of constraint 
equations. The zo entry gives the value of the objective function at each step. The 
simplex algorithm as found in [16] is given in the following steps: 
(0) Form the tableau and calculate all relative costs. 
( 1) If each rj ~ 0, stop; the current basic feasible solution is optimal. 
(2) Select q corresponding to the column with the most negative relative cost. 
(3) Calculate YioiYiq for Yiq > 0, i = 1, 2, ... , m. If no Yiq > 0, stop; the problem is 
unbounded. Otherwise, set p equal to the index i corresponding to the 
minimum ratio. 
(4) Pivot on ypq, updating all rows including the last. Go to step (1). 
Pivoting amounts to Gaussian elimination performed on a set of equations. Pivoting is 
performed by the following operations, 
Ypj 
y ij = y ij - -- y iq 
Ypq 
i ;¢; p 
= Ypj 
Ypj 
(2.4)' 
Ypq 
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where all y elements are as given in the tableau. The prime elements denote the new 
values of the tableau entries after pivoting is performed. The simplex algorithm serves to 
choose the variable with the most negative relative cost to enter the basis. This will 
impact the objective function by the greatest amount. Because all nonbasic variables are 
zero, the only way to impact the objective is for a variable to be in the basis. 
It is possible in some problem formulations that the simplex method will solve for an 
optimal solution that does not meet all constraints. The formulation of the problem at this 
point will result in an optimal, but not feasible, solution. In these cases, it is often 
possible to employ the dual simplex method. This formulation and solution method 
maintain optimality while working towards feasibility. The dual simplex algorithm is 
applicable following a solution of the simplex algorithm that results in an infeasible but 
optimal solution. It is also possible that the original formulation of a problem is such that 
the dual simplex method is applicable directly without first going through the simplex 
method. Both cases result when the relative costs are all positive, with at least one of the 
basic variables taking on a negative value. In either case, the problem is referred to as 
being dual feasible with basic solution XB. The algorithm as found in [ 16] is 
(0) Given a dual feasible basic solution XB, if XB ;::: 0 the solution is optimal. If 
XB is negative, then select an index i such that Xsi < 0. Let p correspond to the 
index i indicating the pivot row. 
(1) Ifyij ;::: 0, j = 1, 2, ... , n, then the dual has no maximum. If Yij < 0 for some j, 
then let 
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{
z·-c· } 
£ = m~n J J : y ij < 0 . 
J y·· lJ 
(2.5) 
Let q correspond to the jth column which gives the minimum £. 
(2) Pivot on element ypq, as given in Equation (2.4). Return to step (0). 
Other issues to be addressed in the solution of linear programming problems include 
the absence of an initial basic solution and inequality constraints. The issue of the 
absence of an initial basic solution can be solved by introducing artificial variables to the 
original constraint equations to form an initial basic set of variables. The problem is then 
modified to minimize the sum of the artificial variables as the objective function. The 
simplex algorithm can be used to eliminate these artificial variables from the basis, 
causing variables associated with the original problem to enter the basis. This will result 
in a problem formulation in which there is an initial basic solution containing all original 
variables. The problem is then completed by replacing the artificial objective with the 
original objective, removing all artificial variables from the constraint equations, and 
solving the problem in the usual manner by following the simplex algorithm. 
The issue of inequality constraints can be resolved by the addition of slack variables 
to the inequality equations. The standard form of the linear programming problem 
requires that Ax = b. The simplex algorithm is only applicable if this is the case. For a 
set of equations Ax > b or Ax < b, additional variables Xs, known as slack variables, may 
be added to give the equalities Ax - Xs = b or Ax + Xs = b respectively. With these 
additional variables, the simplex algorithm can be followed as given previously. 
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2.4 Formulation of the Thermal Overload Removal Problem 
The solution of the thermal overload problem is broken down into two subproblems: 
the overload solution method and an economic dispatch method. Central to both methods 
are the power balance and interchange constraints. In this section, the constraints relevant 
to both problems will be discussed before the formulation of either subproblem is given. 
In turn, both the overload and the economic dispatch subproblem formulations will be 
discussed and then the complete problem presented. The inclusion of an ac power flow 
program is necessary to determine the operating points of the system and the power flows 
throughout. This program was incorporated into the overload and economic dispatch 
subproblems, but was not developed by the author . 
. 2.4.1 Power balance and interchange constraints 
The operating point of a power system depends on the balance of power injected into 
each bus of the system. The operating point is defined by the voltage magnitudes and 
angles at each bus. This operating point will define the power flows throughout the 
system. The flows are a central focus in the overload problem formulation. Power 
balance constraints include both the real and reactive injections at each bus. These 
constraints are given by: 
n 
P. = v. ~ v.[g .. cos(e. -e .)+ b .. sin(e. -e .)l V' i en 1 1 k.J J 1J 1 J 1J 1 J ..1' 
j=l (2.6) 
n 
Q. = v. ~ v .[g .. sin(e. -e.)- b .. cosfe. -e.)l V' i en 1 1 k.J J 1J 1 J 1J \ 1 J ..1' 
j=l 
where 
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p. =Pa· -Po· 1 1 1 
Qi =Qai -Qoi 
V' i,j en 
Yij = gij + jbij 
si =Pi+ jQi 
(2.7) 
and Pi is the real power injection at bus i, Poi is the real power generated at bus i, Poi is 
the real power demand at bus i, vi is the voltage magnitude at bus i, ei is the voltage 
angle at bus i, Qi is the reactive power injection at bus i, Qai is the reactive generation at 
bus i, Qoi is the reactive demand at bus i, Yij is the admittance of the line between bus i 
and bus j, gij is the conductance of the line from bus i to bus j, bij is the susceptance of the 
line from bus ito bus j, ~ is the complex power injection at bus i, and n is the number of 
system buses. These equations are utilized in power flow programs that serve to evaluate 
all system voltages and angles. Iterative solving techniques such as the widely used 
Newton-Raphson method are used to find the operating points of the system through 
these nonlinear equations. 
For purposes of applying a linear solution technique, such as the linear programming 
simplex method, all that is necessary is the calculation of the simpler balance of 
m n 
LPGi +Pas= PL + LPoj' (2.8) 
i=l j=l 
where PL is the total system real power loss, m is the number of generators excluding the 
slack, PGs is the slack generator, and all other quantitie·s are as given in Equation (2.7). 
Equation (2.8) introduces the slack generator. This is a concept introduced in power 
flow solutions to assure proper power balance throughout the system. With losses· 
throughout the system, it is difficult to exactly dispatch generators to meet all load 
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demands plus losses. The slack generator accounts for the difference between the 
generation dispatch and the actual power required in the system. The slack generator is 
dependent upon the other generators in the system. Because of this dependence, it does 
not enter into the power flow solution. After the power flow is solved, the generation 
necessary at the slack bus is determined dependent upon the dispatch of the other system 
generators and the load demands and system losses. The slack will also have no impact 
on the sensitivity values necessary for the economic dispatch and overload subproblem 
formulations. This will become apparent when the determination of these sensitivities is 
discussed. 
For the overload and economic dispatch subproblems, the focus is on minimizing the 
corresponding objective functions by some real power generation adjustment from a base 
case power flow. The control variables for the problems will then become the set of all 
generator changes, M'Gh from the base case values. Unless otherwise indicated, .M'Gi will 
include the slack generator. Assuming that the load does not change, a change in 
generation will result in a corresponding change in system losses. Using this assumption 
and calculating the sensitivity of the losses with respect to each generator results in the 
power balance constraint for the linear programming formulation, 
L 1--L- ~Gi =0, m+I( aP J 
i=l aPGi 
(2.9) 
where aapL is the sensitivity of the system losses resulting from a change in generation 
PGi 
at bus i and m + 1 is the total number of generators including the slack. The sensitivity 
of system losses resulting from a change in the slack bus will be zero; however, 
the slack generator must be included as a variable to ensure the proper power balance. 
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Because the total system losses are equal to the sum of the losses of each area, the 
resulting constraint is 
m+l( na {)pL. r L 1- L-~ Gi =0, 
i=l j=l ()pGi 
(2.10) 
where ()pLj is the sensitivity of the losses in area j to a change in generator i and na is the 
{)Poi 
number of areas. 
Another constraint central to both subproblems is the maintenance of the desired real 
power interchange for all areas. The sensitivities of each area interchange can be 
calculated with respect to a change in each generator. The desire is to maintain the same 
interchange obtained from the base case power flow. This results in the following 
constraint, 
~ ( olnterchangej J \-1 • k.J --------:. L\P Gi = 0, v J e na, 
i=t ()pGi 
(2.11) 
{)Interchange. 
where 1 is the sensitivity of the real power interchange of area j with 
{)pGi 
respect to a change in generator i. 
Static voltage issues also have to be addressed. No dynamic issues will be addressed; 
only the voltage changes resulting as generation is re-dispatched will be considered. To 
reduce the size of the problem, the only voltage constraints that have to be imposed are at 
buses with a danger of falling below some minimum limit. As a rule of thumb, the 
minimum limit is imposed at 0.90 p.u. Buses with voltage magnitudes below 0.93 p.u. 
but above the minimum will have constraints imposed. The constraints are 
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rn ( av. J L--a J M>oi~(vj-o.9o~ 
i=I Poi 
V'jev, (2.12) 
av. 
where -a J is the sensitivity of the voltage magnitude at bus j with respect to a change in 
PGi 
generator i, and v is the set of all buses with voltages above 0.90 p.u. and below 
0.93 p.u. 
A final issue to be addressed pertinent to both subproblems is the issue of feasibility 
in linear programs. Because the change in generation for each generator, M>Gi, can either 
be positive or negative to reflect a change from the base case power flow, a remedy is 
necessary to prevent infeasible solutions. Writing 
(2.13) 
will ensure that the new control variables, M>;i and M>~i , will be feasible while still 
allowing both negative and positive changes in Poi· 
2.4.2 Overload subproblem 
The overload subproblem is solved following an initial ac power flow and an 
economic dispatch. This will serve as the base for the solution. Any M>oi will reflect a 
change in generator i necessary to remove thermal line overloads created from the initial 
power flow or economic dispatch. In addition to the constraints presented in Equations 
(2.1 0), (2.11 ), and (2.12), overload, near overload, and generation constraints must be 
imposed to arrive at a valid problem formulation. Although thermal limits on 
transmission lines are generally given in terms of current flow in amps, they will be given 
in terms of MV A limits for the remainder of the problem discussion. These can easily be· 
obtained from the current limits by the relationship Sij =Vi Iij, where Sij is the magnitude 
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of the complex power flow on the line between bus i and j in MV A, Vi is the voltage 
magnitude at bus i, and Iij is the magnitude of current flow on the line from bus i to j in 
amps. 
The most important constraint for the overload subproblem is 
(2.14) 
aF 
where ~ is the sensitivity of the MV A flow on line j with respect to the change in 
uPGi 
generation at bus i, Fjmax is the thermal limit for line j given in MVA, and ol represents 
all overloaded lines. This constraint serves to impose a change in the line flow that will 
reduce the flow under the maximum limit. This constraint is imposed only if Fj ~ Ftax . 
Throughout the remainder of the problem formulation, Fij, or simply Fj, will be used as 
the notation to denote the MV A line flow magnitude. 
In addition to the line flow constraints imposed by overload conditions, it is also 
beneficial to include constraints on lines that are near to being overloaded. This will 
prevent excess iterations resulting from the removal of one overload leading to the 
overload of an additional line. Constraints are imposed for lines reaching greater than 
90% of their thermal limits such that the flow on these lines will not increase above their 
limits. The constraints have the form 
(2.15) 
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where nl is the number of lines within 90% of reaching their thermal limit and the 
remainder of the values are the same as given in Equation (2.14). This constraint is 
imposed only if Fj :::;; ~max • 
Generators have physical limits on the amount of real power that they can supply. 
The constraints on the control variables have to reflect these limits. The generator 
constraints take the form 
(2.16) 
where PGi is the output of generator i at the current operating point, p~n is the minimum 
generation available from generator i, and P~ax is the maximum generation available 
from generator i. Although the slack depends on the other generators in the system, it is 
included with a minimum and maximum range to assist in obtaining an initial basis for 
the linear programming formulation. 
Solution of the overload subproblem eliminates any overloaded lines that might be 
present following a power flow. Because it is assumed that an economic dispatch will 
follow this power flow, it is desirable to eliminate the overloads with as little deviation as 
possible from the economic operating point. For this purpose, the logical objective 
function that is to be minimized by the linear program is the sum of all changes in 
generation. 
Combining all results presented above, the complete overload subproblem 
I 
formulation is: 
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m+l 
minimize L, ( .M'~i - .M'0i) 
i=l 
subject to 
(2.17) 
This problem is solved using the linear programming algorithms presented in Section 2.3. 
Following each LP iteration, a full power flow is run to determine if the overloads have 
been removed. It is possible that a single LP solution will not remove the overloads 
because of the linearization of the nonlinear power equations. This process is repeated 
until the overloads are removed or a set limit on iterations is reached. The overloads are 
only removable if generation adjustment is available such that all constraints are met. At 
each iteration, k, the LP tableau is updated with new sensitivity calculations based upon 
the current power flow solution. 
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2.4.3 Economic dispatch subproblem 
Solution of the economic dispatch (ED) subproblem minimizes the operating costs of 
the system following a base case power flow. The economic dispatch is solved with the 
only constraints being those on power balance, area interchange, voltage, and generator 
limits. Line flow constraints are not imposed in order to reduce the number of iterations 
of the problem. Voltage constraints are included because voltages are only constrained 
within a limit, and no constraint is imposed to bring a low voltage back to an acceptable 
level. If this constraint were omitted from the ED subproblem, it is possible that voltages 
would fall below acceptable levels during the ED solution. Linearization of the nonlinear 
line flow constraints may lead to excessive iterations in the ED subproblem. Because the 
power system is nonlinear and the solution method for the ED is linear, it is possible that 
line flows will increase above their limits even with constraints imposed. It is more 
efficient to run the ED unconstrained and then remove any resulting overloads by 
minimizing the change from the ED optimal point, as is done in [7]. 
The major issue in formulating the ED subproblem is the choice of objective function. 
One possible choice is the quadratic function of operating costs, 
m+l ~(c;(Pai) = ai + biPGi +ciP6i ). 
1=1 
(2.18) 
The superscript q is representative of the quadratic cost function. Because this is a 
nonlinear function, the function must be linearized about a point for inclusion in the LP 
formulation. This results in the form 
m+l 
L(~C~(~Gi,PGi)=bi~Gi +2ciPGi~Gi), (2.19) 
i=l 
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where Poi is the generation value at the current operating point. The difficulty here is that 
a linearization is taken about an operating point. Because of the nonlinearity of the cost 
function, this linearization will not be accurate if the change in generation is too great. 
This is illustrated in Figure 2.1. As the figure shows, vastly different linearizations result, 
depending on the operating point. Deviating from an acceptable region around the 
linearization will result in an inaccurate optimization; thus, additional limits must be 
placed on the generation. 
. --
..,.:-- -- -- --
-- . 
Generation (MW) 
--
_/ 
Figure 2.1: Linearization of quadratic cost function about an operating point 
Another option for the objective function is a simple linear cost function, 
which becomes 
(2.20) 
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m+l L(~C~(M>ai) = bi.M'ai) 
i=l 
(2.21) 
for the linearized LP formulation. The superscript 1 denotes a linear cost function. This 
problem is simpler in that there are no additional constraints imposed on the generation 
other than the maximum and minimum capacity outputs . 
• 
Both of these possibilities are approximations of the actual generator cost 
characteristics. Valve point operation makes the cost curve non-continuous, as shown 
in [10]. A piecewise linear approximation of these curves provides a higher level of 
accuracy than either of the two methods presented in Equations (2.19) or (2.21 ), but this 
comes with an added level of difficulty in solving the LP problem. Because the central 
focus of the problem development is to remove thermal overloads, simplicity added by 
avoiding piecewise linear approximations is desirable. Of the two possible objectives 
presented in (2.19) and (2.21 ), the quadratic function approximation is a better 
approximation to the nonlinear characteristics of actual generator costs than a simple 
linear approximation. The ED subproblem will then be formulated based upon the 
quadratic cost function. 
Choosing the quadratic function makes it necessary to impose step constraints on the 
change in generation. Instead of using the generator constraints in (2.16), the constraints 
An+.< Anmax} 
.L.l..rGl-.L.l..r 
An-. < Anmax 
.L.l..rG1 -.L.l..r 
'v'iem+1, (2.22) 
where ~ax is the allowable change in either the positive or negative direction, will be 
used. It will be shown later that the choice of &max will affect the number of iterations 
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to reach the economic dispatch minimum point and will also affect the convergence of the 
problem. Various values will be examined to determine an acceptable value. 
The stopping criterion for the ED subproblem is another aspect that will be examined 
to determine a solution that is both convergent and does not r~quire excessive iterations 
to solve effectively. A logical choice is 
leT cTI r-1 r ~ T <u, 
c 
r-1 
(2.23) 
where C T 1 is the total cost at the previous ED iteration, C T is the total cost at the current r- r 
step, and o is a stopping tolerance. 
As presented in [11], adaptive adjustment of M>max as the ED solution progresses is 
necessary to expedite the solution. This will be examined in Chapter 4 to determine how 
to appropriately set M>max for a fast and accurate solution. This will be examined in 
conjunction with the stopping criterion because they are closely linked. 
Combining the results presented above, the complete ED LP formulation becomes: 
m+l 
minimize L(~ci (M>ai,Pai) = bi.M>Gi +2ciPGiM>ai) 
i=l 
subject to 
~~(1- f ( aPLj )J( M>~i - M>ai) = o 
i=I j=l aPoi 
~ ( ainterchange j J( + - ) . k.J ,M>Gi- ,M>Gi = 0, '\/ J E na 
i=t aPGi 
i -( avj )(M>~i - M>ai)::; (vj- o.9o ), 'V j e v 
i=l aPGi 
M>~i ::; M>max} 
'Viem+1 
L\P-. <~max GI-
(2.24) 
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Following each iteration, r, of the ED subproblem, an ac power flow is run to establish 
the meeting of constraints and to update the sensitivities necessary for the constraints. 
2.4.4 Determination of sensitivities 
The sensitivities used in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 are calculated based upon the 
formulation of the power flow solution algorithm. The power flow used for the updating 
of sensitivities and determination of operating points is a Newton-Raphson formulation. 
The power flow Jacobian is central to the determination of the sensitivities. 
The sensitivities are calculated from the rectangular form of the Jacobian, 
ave avf 
aQ aQ 
----
(2.25) 
where each bus voltage is represented by V = Ve + jVr. The entries of the Jacobian are 
the sensitivities of the power injections at each bus to a change in the voltage components 
at each bus, excluding the slack bus. The power injections are given in polar form in 
Equation (2.6). Following a power flow, the Jacobian contains these sensitivities, which 
are valid at the current operating point. In order to find the sensitivity of bus voltages to a 
change in any generator value, the relationship 
(2.26) 
is formed. To find the voltage sensitivities with respect to a change in real generation at 
any bus except the slack, the M> entry for that generator is set to 1. Then solving 
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Equation (2.26), which is of the form b = Ax, for ~e and ~r, will result in the real 
voltage component sensitivities being stored in~ and the reactive voltage component 
sensitivities in ~r. These sensitivities are respectively denoted 
(2.27) 
Because the Jacobian does not contain the slack bus, all sensitivities with respect to a 
change in the slack bus will be zero. 
The calculation of the sensitivities is crucial in the solution of the subproblems. 
Speed in solving this step is necessary for a quick solution of the entire problem. For 
power systems, the Jacobian usually has a sparse structure which can be exploited for an 
efficient solution. A voiding calculations with zero entries in the Jacobian greatly reduces 
computational effort. Sparse matrix methods involving triangular factorization of the 
Jacobian matrix, as discussed in [17], and sparse vector methods, as discussed in [18], are 
utilized to efficiently solve for the sensitivities. 
The formulation in (2.26) is actually used to calculate the voltage sensitivities with 
respect to either real or reactive power injection at a bus. However, because it is assumed 
that only generation can change and that the load is held constant, the calculated voltage 
sensitivities with respect to power injection changes will always be the result of a change 
in real power generation. The voltage sensitivities for each voltage constraint can be 
calculated directly from these results. Some further calculations are required because the 
desired sensitivity is for the voltage magnitude with respect to changes in generation. 
The appropriate sensitivity is obtained by calculating 
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(2.28) 
where Vj is the magnitude of the voltage at bus j. 
The calculation of the sensitivity of line flows with respect to a change in generation 
is somewhat more difficult. Complex power line flows are calculated as 
(2.29) 
where 
(2.30) 
and i and j represent the from and to buses, respectively, for all parameters, and y~ is the 
charging capacitance of the line. Combining Equations (2.29) and (2.30) will result in the 
real and reactive components of the line flow being functions of the real and reactive 
As functions of all voltage components, the real and reactive line flows with respect to 
changes in generation can be combined with the voltage sensitivities in Equation (2.27) to 
give the line flow sensitivities with respect to a change in generation as given below: 
aPij _ aPij avt aPij avt aPij avje aPij av{ 
-------+ ----+ ----+ ----
aPGi avt aPGi avt aPGi avje aPai av{ aPai 
aQij _ aQij avt aQij avt aQij avje aQij av{ 
-------+----+----+----
aPa· av.e aP0 · av.f aP0 · av~ aP0 · av! aP0 · 1 1 1 1 1 J 1 J 1 
(2.31) 
The thermal overload constraints depend on the magnitude of the complex power flows 
on the lines. This was denoted previously as Fij for the flow on the line between buses i 
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and j. Using the results from Equation (2.31), the line flow sensitivities are calculated 
from 
(2.32) 
by taking the derivative with respect to a change in generation, 
aF. ap.. aQ .. 
2F lJ lJ lJ ··-=2P.·-+2Q .. -
1J dPoi IJ aPGi IJ aPGi ' (2.33) 
resulting in 
(2.34) 
Imperative in the solution process is maintaining the area interchange. Area 
interchange can be calculated by summing the power flows on the tie lines for each area. 
Therefore, the sensitivity of the area interchange to a change in generation is simply the 
sum of the line flow sensitivities for the tie lines of the area, 
ainterchange j = t aP tie,I 
aPai 1=1 aPGi , 
(2.35) 
where nt is the number of tie lines for area j. 
The last, but probably most important, sensitivity is that of the system losses with 
respect to a change in generation. This sensitivity is necessary for the all important power 
balance constraint. This simple constraint is given in Equation (2.8). Equation (2.7) 
gives the formula for real power injection at a bus. Combining Equations (2. 7) and (2.8) 
gives the relationship 
Additionally, 
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n 
pi= LPij' 
j=l 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
which means that the sum of the real power flow on lines connected to bus i is equal to 
the power injected at bus i. Equations (2.36) and (2.37) can be applied to areas instead of 
buses. The losses for an area can be found by summing up the tie line flows for the area. 
Summing all area losses will give total system losses. To find the sensitivity of the losses 
with respect to a change in generation, the sensitivity of the tie line flows to a change in 
generation is found. As previously stated, the line flow sensitivities are calculated from 
voltage sensitivities, which in tum, are found by changing the generation at a bus by 
1 MW and solving Equation (2.26). Because the injection in an area is changing by 
1 MW, it stands to reason that the tie line flows for the area will also change by 1 MW. 
Therefore, taking the tie line sensitivities for an area as calculated will not accurately give 
the area losses. The losses will be reflected by the difference between the calculated tie 
line flow sensitivities and the 1 MW change in generation. The resulting equation is 
ap nt aP. . 
Lj ~ bel -=~---1. 
aP Gi 1=1 aP Gi (2.38) 
2.4.5 Complete problem 
Combining all results from the previous sections gives the complete problem as 
shown in Figure 2.2. This formulation assumes that a system will be studied with 
transactions between areas, although this is not a necessity. The economic dispatch 
r=r+l 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
k=k+l 
Yes 
No 
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Be Removed 
Figure 2.2: Flowchart of complete thermal overload removal method 
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subproblem will be solved first. In the case that there is no solution to the ED problem, 
the entire method is terminated with no. solution to the ED subproblem nor to the 
overload subproblem. Following a feasible solution to the ED subproblem, overloads are 
determined and removed. Removal of any overloads depends on the availability of 
control action for this purpose. If no control action is available, a feasible problem 
solution will not exist and the overload subproblem will terminate without a solution. 
This completes the formulation of the solution method. The remainder of this thesis 
will examine area transactions and how they affect thermal overloads. Tpe solution 
method will also be tested on sample systems to explore the determination of the 
economic dispatch stopping criterion on maximum allowable change in generation and 
the effectiveness of the overload removal method. 
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CHAPTER3 
DETERMINATION OF TRANSMISSION CAPACITY LIMITS 
3.1 Introduction 
It is informative to explore the differences between the industry method of 
determining transmission capacity limits and the overload removal program method. 
Transmission capacity limits depend on the physical and electrical limitations of the 
power system. These limits can be calculated and reported in several ways. The electric 
industry has a standard that it follows in calculating the limits that will lead to thermal 
line overloads if surpassed. It also has several ways of reporting these limits. The 
methods used require the calculation of distribution factors based on some base case 
simulation of the system. These same methods cannot be applied in the case where 
overloads are allowed to occur and then are removed. The generation for the system will 
change and the base case distribution factors will no longer be valid. For this reason, a 
different method of calculation must be presented when overload removal is considered. 
3.2 Industry Method of Determining Capacity Limits 
The desire is to evaluate the maximum amount of power that can be transferred 
between areas. This will set the limit on transmission capacity. The North American 
Electric Reliability Council's (NERC) standard in determining limits is taken as the 
industry standard. Instead of "transmission capacity," NERC uses the term "transfer 
capability." These terms will be taken to be synonymous. In determining and reporting_ 
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this limit, NERC defines several terms and distribution factors. All definitions and 
distribution factor calculations are taken from [ 15]. 
Transfer capabilities as reported by NERC can be one of two types, First Contingency 
Incremental Transfer Capability (FCITC) or First Contingency Total Transfer Capability 
(FCTTC). Both are concerned with the amount of power that can be transferred while 
still maintaining system reliability and security. The FCITC value gives the incremental 
power above normal base case transfers that can be transferred between areas. Both the 
base case transfers and any additional transfers are included in the FCTTC value. 
Transfer limits can be studied as either non-simultaneous or simultaneous. Non-
simultaneous studies are concerned with the effects of a single transfer between areas. 
No other transactions are assumed to be occurring in the system. Simultaneous transfers 
are concerned with the effects of multiple transactions between areas. The nonlinearity of 
power systems dictates that there is no simple relationship between single non-
simultaneous limits and a set of simultaneous transfers. To obtain limits for simultaneous 
transfers, the system must be examined with the simultaneous transfers in place. 
For simple systems it is possible to use various distribution factors to easily determine 
the transfer limits constrained by thermal line overloads. The distribution factors are 
calculated using de power flows to obtain linear relationships between elements in the 
system. The transfer limits obtained from using these factors must be verified by an ac 
power flow to assure that limits will not be violated at the desired transfer levels. These 
distribution factors include Line Outage Distribution Factors (LODF), Power Transfer 
Distribution Factors (PTDF), and Outage Transfer Distribution Factors (OTDF). The 
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LODF measure the redistribution of power on remaining lines caused by the outage of 
another line. The redistribution of power is expressed as a percentage of pre-contingency 
loading on the outaged line. The PTDF measure the change in loading of lines resulting 
from a change in power transfer between areas. The change in line loading is expressed 
as a percentage of the power transfer applied to pre-contingency configurations. The 
OTDF are the same as the PTDF with a line outaged. Using these factors will enable the 
easy calculation of the transfer levels that will lead to line overloads either with or 
without line outages. The factors are calculated using simulations based upon system 
· settings appropriate to initiate the transfers. Transfer limit reporting is then done in one 
of two ways. 
Depending on the region of the country in which the reporting is done, transfer limits 
can be reported based upon one of two criteria. In the Eastern Interconnection, transfer 
capabilities are reported on an area interchange basis [15]. This simply means that the 
limit is given as a function of net area interchange regardless of the transmission path 
actually followed. In the Western Interconnection, transfer capabilities are reported on a 
transmission path basis [ 15]. This means that the flow on transmission paths is 
determined in the presence of transfers. The area transfers are not allowed to exceed the 
capability of the direct paths between the areas [ 15]. 
3.3 Method of Determining Capacity Limits Considering Overload Removal 
When overload removal is considered, it is not practical to use distribution factors. 
Distribution factors are determined based upon an appropriate system setting. The 
overload removal problem will adjust the generation from the base case making the 
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distribution factors invalid. Also, the purpose of the overload removal program is to 
remove overloads. The ability to adjust generation to remove and prevent overloads 
while maintaining area transfers is to be tested. The desire is to increase the amount of 
power that can be transferred by using the overload solution method as opposed to the 
distribution factor method which only identifies limits. 
To thoroughly test the transmission capacity limits, it is necessary to increase the area 
transactions incrementally until a point is reached at which the overload program can no 
longer adjust the generation to remove all overloads. This is a time-consuming process 
that will prohibit a real-time evaluation. Difficulties also arise in determining possible 
transaction scenarios. As competition increases, the possibilities will become seemingly 
infinite. A complete evaluation of a system and possible transactions is impossible and 
impractical in real time. However, limit studies can be done off-line to identify potential 
problem transactions. Near real-time solutions of the overload problem can be performed 
given set transactions with overloads. In such cases, it may be possible to remove the line 
overloads resulting from a transaction, provided the proper generation adjustment is 
available to meet all constraints. 
In Chapter 4, cases will be presented in which transmission capacity limits are 
determined. These limits are determined using the overload solution method presented in 
Chapter 2. In some cases, using this method to redispatch generation to remove 
overloads will increase the transmission capacity limits that can be allowed without 
causing overload problems in the system. A distribution factor method will evaluate the 
transfer level at which thermal line overloads occur; however, it will not allow generation 
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adjustment to increase these levels. While competition in the electric industry increases 
and the building of new transmission lines is almost impossible, it is desirable to be able 
to increase the amount of power that can be transferred between areas without causing 
problems throughout the system. 
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CHAPTER4 
IMPLE:MENTATION OF THE THERMAL OVERLOAD SOLUTION :METHOD 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter will present the experimental results of the implementation of the 
algorithms and subproblems presented in Chapter 2. The solution method was developed 
using the Borland Delphi Pascal programming language and run in a Microsoft 
Windows 3.1 environment on a Pentium 90 MHz processor. The original code 
contribution by the author appears in the appendix. Two test systems will be discussed. 
The determination of the ED stopping criterion and maximum allowable change in 
generation will be discussed more thoroughly in the context of the test systems. Finally, 
program performance will be discussed. 
4.2 Test Systems 
The following figures and tables give the relevant information about the two test 
systems that will be studied. The first test system consists of 13 buses, 5 generators, and 
3 areas. The system configurations are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, and the load, line, 
generator, and economic specifics are given in Tables 4.1-4.3. The linear programming 
formulation for this problem will have 10 generator variables plus 10 slack variables for 
the generators. The constraints will consist of 10 generator constraints plus 4 constraints 
for the area interchanges and the power balance constraint. The second system consists 
of 30 buses, 11 generators, and 6 areas. The system configuration is given in Figures 4.3. 
and 4.4, and the case specifics are given in Tables 4.4-4.6. This case will have 22 
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generator variables plus 22 slack variables for the generators. The constraints will consist 
of 22 generator constraints plus 7 constraints for the area interchanges and the power 
balance constraint. The number of constraints and variables for both systems assumes no 
additional constraints resulting from overloads, near overloads, or low voltage buses. 
Note that the 30-bus system is approximately twice as large as the 13-bus system in the 
LP formulation. This will be beneficial in comparing solution times as system size 
increases. 
2 
6 
7 
4 
8 
10 
3 9 
Figure 4.1: One line diagram for 13-bus system 
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Figure 4.2: Area dia·gram for 13-bus system 
Table 4.1: Line characteristics for 13-bus system 
Line r+ jx b MVALimit 
(From bus- To bus) Line Impedance (p.u.) Line Charging(p.u.) 
1- 3 0.0015 + j0.0212 0.3840 700 
10- 13 0.0000 + j0.1 000 0.0000 700 
5-3 0.0034 + j0.0496 0.8260 816 
8-5 0.0000 + j0.1 000 0.0000 1000 
4-5 0.0011 + j0.0152 0.2737 700 
4-6 0.0008 + j0.0262 0.0000 700 
6-7 0.0203 + _10.1453 0.0722 750 
7- 10 0.0284 + j0.1330 0.0306 700 
9- 10 0.0000 + j0.0277 0.0000 900 
9-5 0.0001 + j0.0024 0.0433 850 
7-8 0.0000 + j0.0277 0.0000 700 
8- 11 0.0014 + j0.0142 0.2658 850 
12- 13 0.0000 + j0.0200 0.0306 1000 
2- 12 0.0016 + _10.0242 0.1263 400 
2-3 0.0016 + j0.0242 0.4263 840 
4-3 0.0023 + _10.0333 0.6023 850 
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Table 4.2: Bus characteristics for 13-bus system 
Bus Area Load Base Case Generation Min/MaxMW Min/Max MV ar 
MW+jMVar MW + jMVar Output Output 
1 1. 582.5- j85.5 914.0- j125.8 011000 -9900/9900 
2 1 241.8 + j53.9 *** *** *** 
3 1 87.1 +i10.2 *** *** *** 
4 1 0.0 +10.0 *** *** *** 
5 1 39.2 + j4.4 346.0- j65.5 011000 -200/200 
6 1 240.5 + j7.9 *** *** *** 
7 1 65.0 + j4.4 *** *** *** 
8 1 0.0 + jO.O *** *** *** 
9 1 0.0 + jO.O *** *** *** 
--
10 1 89.1 + j2.7 *** *** *** 
11 1 343.9 + j23.4 432.0 + j0.24 011000 -200/200 
12 2 •• 200.0 + jO.O 200.0 - j30.2 0/300 -9999/9999 
13 3. 200.0 + jO.O 200.0- j16.6 0/300 -50/50 
•• Denotes system slack. • Denotes area slack. 
Table 4.3: Economic information for 13-bus system 
Generator Bus a ($/hr) b ($/(hr*MW)) c ($/(hr*MW2)) 
1 500 20 0.02 
5 300 15 0.06 
11 600 22 0.04 
12 400 25 0.02 
13 500 20 0.02 
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Figure 4.3: One line diagram for 30-bus system 
Figure 4.4: Area diagram for 30-bus system 
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Table 4.4: Line characteristics for 30-bus system 
Line r + jx b MVALimit 
(From bus- To bus) Line Impedance (p.u.) Line Charging (p.u.) 
1- 2 0.0035 + j0.0411 0.6986 300 
1 - 12 0.0014 + j0.0151 0.2490 300 
1-30 0.0010 + j0.0250 0.7500 300 
2-3 0.0013 + j0.0151 0.2572 300 
2-25 0.0070 + j0.0086 0.1460 500 
3-4 0.0013 + j0.0213 0.2214 500 
3- 18 0.0011 + j0.0133 0.2138 300 
4-5 0.0008 + j0.0128 0.1342 300 
4- 14 0.0008 + j0.0129 0.1382 300 
5-6 0.0002 + j0.0026 0.0434 400 
5-8 0.0008 + j0.0112 0.1476 400 
6-7 0.0006 + j0.0092 0.1130 500 
6- 11 0.0007 + j0.0082 0.1388 300 
7-8 0.0004 + j0.0046 0.0780 300 
8-9 0.0023 + j0.0363 0.3804 300 
9- 15 0.0010 + j0.0250 0.2490 200 
9-30 0.0010 + j0.0250 1.2000 600 
10- 11 0.0004 + j0.0043 0.0728 600 
10- 13 0.0004 + j0.0043 0.0728 300 
12- 11 0.0016 + j0.0435 0.0000 300 
12- 13 0.0016 + j0.0435 0.0000 200 
13- 14 0.0009 + j0.0101 0.1722 200 
15-24 0.0003 + j0.0059 0.0680 400 
14- 15 0.0018 + j0.0217 0.3660 300 
15- 16 0.0009 + j0.0094 0.1710 300 
16- 17 0.0007 + j0.0089 0.1342 400 
16- 19 0.0016 + j0.0195 0.3040 700 
16- 21 0.0008 + j0.0135 0.2548 300 
17- 18 0.0007 + j0.0082 0.1318 300 
17-27 0.0013 + j0.0173 0.3216 400 
19-20 0.0007 + j0.0138 0.0000 600 
21-22 0.0008 + j0.0140 0.2566 500 
22-23 0.0006 + j0.0096 0.1846 300 
22-24 0.0003 + j0.0059 0.0680 700 
23-24 0.0022 + j0.0350 0.3610 300 
25-26 0.0032 + j0.0323 0.5130 400 
26-27 0.0014 + j0.0147 0.2396 300 
26-28 0.0043 + j0.0474 0.7802 300 
26-29 0.0057 + j0.0625 1.0290 300 
28-29 0.0014 + j0.0151 0.2490 500 
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Table 4.5: Bus characteristics for 30-bus system 
Bus Area Load Base Case Generation Min/MaxMW Min/Max MV ar 
MW + jMVar MW + jMVar Output Output 
1 1 0.0 + jO.O *** *** *** 
2 1* 0.0 + jO.O 358.2 + j 139.6 0/1000 01180 
3 2 122.0 + j2.4 *** *** *** 
4 2* 100.0 + j84.0 301.0- j 189.4 011000 -300/300 
5 3 0.0 + jO.O *** *** *** 
6 3* 9.2 + j4.6 414.6 + j68.8 0/1000 -300/300 
7 3 82.8 + j84.0 *** *** *** 
8 3 322.0 + j76.0 *** *** *** 
9 3 0.0 + jO.O *** *** *** 
10 4* 322.2 + jO.O 209.4 + j300 011000 -300/300 
11 4 50.0 + j750.0 172.9 + j300 011000 -300/300 
12 4 8.5 + j88.0 *** *** *** 
13 4 0.0 + jO.O *** *** *** 
14 4 0.0 + jO.O *** *** *** 
15 5 257.8 + j153.0 *** *** *** 
16 6 329.4 + j32.3 *** *** *** 
17 6 0.0 + jO.O *** *** *** 
18 2 78.0 + j30.0 *** *** *** 
19 6 0.0 + jO.O 339.0 + j300 0/1000 -3000/300 
20 6* 480.0 + j103.0 474.0- j203.3 011000 -2500/250 
21 5 185.3 + jl15.0 *** *** *** 
22 5 0.0 + jO.O 493.0 + j 193.2 011000 -250/400 
23 5* 247.5 + j84.6 508.0 + j 59.6 0/1000 -250/350 
24 5 308.6- j92.2 *** *** *** 
25 1 204.0 + j47.2 *** *** *** 
26 1 130.7 + j17 .0 *** *** *** 
27 1 241.0 + j75.5 *** *** *** 
28 1 150.0 + j27.6 *** *** *** 
29 1 243.5 + j26.9 424.8- j 138.7 0/1000 -250/250 
30 1 ** 404.0 + j250.0 598.1 + j128.5 011200 -9999/9999 
** Denotes system slack. * Denotes area slack. 
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Table 4.6: Economic information for 30-bus system 
Generator Bus a ($/hr) b ($/(hr*MW)) c ($/(hr*MW2)) 
2 300 15 0.06 
4 600 22 0.04 
6 500 20 0.02 
10 500 20 0.02 
11 300 15 0.06 
19 600 22 0.04 
20 400 25 0.02 
22 500 20 0.02 
23 500 20 0.02 
29 600 22 0.04 
30 500 20 0.02 
4.3 Experimental Determination of Economic Dispatch Parameters 
As stated in the economic dispatch subproblem development, the choice of &max and 
the stopping criterion have to be examined to choose appropriate parameters. The 
parameters determined have been tested for the two systems given, but they may require 
further adjustment for other systems, depending upon cost characteristics. The first item 
that will be examined is &max because it will also determine the stopping criterion. 
"Initial generation" will refer to the dispatch values set in the base case before the 
economic dispatch or overload subproblems are solved. 
Figure 4.5 shows the total cost minimization for various M>max values for the 13-bus 
system. The M>max values are given in per unit on a 100 MVA base for all cases unless 
otherwise noted. For this case, the initial generation has been adjusted away from the 
base case values so that the initial cost has to be reduced. Generator 1 has been decreased 
by 100 MW and generator 5 has been increased by 100 MW. As given in Table 4.2, the 
base case values are at the optimal cost point. Several trends can be noted from this plot. 
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For M>max values greater than 0.1, convergence is a problem; however, the cost is 
minimized in only a few iterations. For M>max near 0.01, convergence is only a problem 
for the amount of iterations necessary to reach a minimum. The conclusion is that when 
M>max is too small, the number of iterations necessary will greatly increase the solution 
time; however, when the M>max value is too large it is difficult to define a stopping 
criterion because of the nonconvergent behavior. 
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Figure 2.1 shows how different operating points will affect the linearized cost 
functions. Nonconvergence is experienced when the changes in generation deviate too 
far from the operating point at which the cost functions were linearized. The. 
linearizations will not be valid for different operating points; thus, the linear program will 
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not give an accurate cost minimization. This is important because there is only one 
minimum. A large M>max will cause the solution to bounce around this minimum. 
Constraining the allowable change in generation will prevent this from occurring. As the 
solution approaches the minimum, it becomes more crucial not to deviate too far from the 
operating point at which the cost functions were linearized. 
The minimum cost can be viewed as the bottom of a valley. The total cost can be 
viewed as a car coming down the side of the valley. Large M>max values can be viewed as 
the car coming down the valley with no brakes. The desire is to stop at the bottom of the 
valley. The situation is acceptable as long as the car is coming down the hill; however, 
the momentum of the car will cause it to overshoot the bottom of the valley and start up 
the other side. This will continue indefinitely, assuming no frictional forces are present 
between the car and valley. This point is illustrated in Figure 4.6. At iteration 1, the 
costs will decrease, but at iteration 2 the cost will overshoot the minimum and increase. 
At iteration 3, the costs can again decrease towards the minimum, but at iteration 4, the 
costs will overshoot the minimum again and increase. This will continue without the 
total cost ever settling at the minimum if the M>max value is too large. Small M>max values 
can be viewed as a car coming down the side of the valley with brakes and frictional 
forces present; the cost will slowly work its way towards the minimum and settle. 
As given in Chapter 2, a possible choice of stopping criterion is Equation (2.23). 
Using this as the stopping criterion is shown in Figure 4.7 for various M>max values for the 
13-bus system with initial generation adjusted away from the base case values. The· 
problem here is obvious; the minimum is never reached. This is due either to the 
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nonconvergent behavior for large LlPmax or to the small cost changes associated with a 
small LlPmax. The conclusion here is that a simple stopping criterion as in Equation (2.23) 
cannot be used without further constraints on the solution method. 
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Figure 4.6: Nonconvergence of total cost due to large LlPmax 
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Figure 4.5 shows that larger ~max values will reach a lower cost in fewer iterations 
than smaller ~max values; however, the nonconvergent behavior at larger values makes 
defining a stopping criterion difficult. As stated in [11], adaptive changes in ~max are 
beneficial and necessary in speeding up the solution by reducing the number of iterations 
and alleviating nonconvergent behavior. Figure 4.8 presents the results of this approach 
for the 13-bus system with initial generation away from the base case values. Initially, 
M>max = 0.20. When a point is reached such that the total cost increases from the previous 
iteration, M>max is set to 0.1 0. This is repeated for steps in which .M>max is set to 0.05 and 
0.01. Finally, when .M>max = 0.01 the criterion in Equation (2.23) with 0 = 0.0001 is 
applied. This ensures that the minimum has been reached. This method is also applied to 
the 30-bus system, with initial generation as in Table 4.5. The results are shown in 
Figure 4.9. Here, the approach also works quite well. 
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Both systems have been tested for initial generation dispatches away from the 
minimum cost point. It is impossible to know if the initial generation dispatch is at the 
optimal point; therefore, the entire adaptive process must be completed for any case. 
Figure 4.10 shows the results when the 13-bus system is at an initial minimum cost. This 
case results when the generation is set as in Table 4.2. The solution converges back to the 
initial cost value. Although this appears to waste time, this is the only solution possible. 
Overall, the adaptive change of apmax is a good method for dealing with the nonlinear 
cost characteristics. Using Equation (2.23) provides an additional determination of the 
minimum that allows the process to terminate. These two conditions comprise the 
stopping criterion applied to the economic dispatch subproblem of the thermal overload 
solution method. 
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4.4 Solution Method Performance 
The application of the overload removal solution is concerned with overloads 
occurring during area transactions and contingencies. Ideally, the method could be used 
to obtain transmission capacity limits for all transaction combinations in real time. 
However, this is not practical, considering how many transaction and contingency 
combinations are possible. The method is capable of alleviating overloads for a particular 
case, but using the method to determine limits for possible transaction cases is better 
suited to off-line studies. Transaction cases are based upon net area interchange. 
Transactions could also be determined based upon the actual power flow path; the 
transactions would then be limited to the strength of these paths. Transactions are 
initiated in the power flow by increasing the sending area's slack generator to a level that 
will cover area load plus the desired interchange. The receiving area's slack generator is 
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then decreased accordingly. In order to test transaction limits, it is often necessary to 
increase the receiving area's load if no overload violations result at transaction levels with 
base case load. The area load increase is divided equally among all buses in the area. 
Results of the overload solution method performance will be given for both test cases. 
The 13-bus system was studied with the initial generation adjusted from the base case 
such that generator 1 was decreased by 100 MW and generator 5 was increased by 
100 MW. Figure 4.8 shows the cost minimization for this case. The 19 iterations of the 
economic dispatch subproblem took approximately 1.21 sec. With the initial generation 
at the base case values as in Table 4.2, the cost minimization as shown in Figure 4.10 
took 0.66 sec to perform 9 iterations. The average of these two cases is approximately 
0.07 sec/iteration. Adjusting the MV A limit on line from bus 1 to bus 3 so that an 
overload results increases the solution time to 1.05 sec to solve the ED and overload 
subproblems for the initial generation as set in the base case. The increase in time for one 
overload subproblem iteration is due to the number of pivots required to solve the LP 
problem. 
Studying the 30-bus system as given in Table 4.5, takes 14 iterations and 4.4 sec to 
solve the ED subproblem. This is approximately 0.3 sec/iteration. The size of the system 
has doubled in terms of constraints and variables, but the solution time is more than 4 
times slower per iteration. The time increases because of the increased number of tableau 
elements that must be operated on during pivoting in the LP solution. 
Pivoting is carried out as in Equation (2.4). The LP tableau is an m-by-n matrix .. 
During each pivot, n divisions are required plus n multiplications for each row. Because 
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there are m rows, the total number of divisions and multiplications required is (n + m · n). 
Assuming only the ED subproblem is solved with no limit violations, the 13-bus case will 
haven equal to 20 and m equal to 14. This results in 300 divisions and multiplications 
for each pivot. The 30-bus case will haven equal to 44 and m equal to 29. This results in 
1320 divisions and multiplications. The 30-bus system requires 4.4 times more 
calculations than the 13-bus system for each pivot. Assuming that the number of pivots is 
roughly the same, this accounts for some of the time difference in solving the cases. The 
time to solve the power flow at each iteration will also increase as the system size 
increases. This accounts for additional differences in the solution times. 
The main concern with overload removal is overloads caused by transactions. 
Nonlinearities in the system will possibly lead to overloads in areas not participating in 
the transaction. Overloads might also be caused by the economic dispatch generation 
changes. An example of this is the 30-bus case with a 500 MW transaction from area 1 to 
area 2. The initial generation is set as in Table 4.5. This transaction by itself will 
overload the line from bus 2 to bus 3, which is the only direct tie between the two areas. 
This is shown as the dotted line in Figure 4.11. After the ED, the line from bus 2 to bus 3 
is no longer overloaded, but the line from bus 9 to bus 15 is overloaded. This is shown as 
the dashed and dotted line in Figure 4.11. Now the overload can be removed by the 
method developed; however, more than one iteration is required because the system is at 
a stressed point. Other lines will initially have no overloads or near overloads, but the 
generation adjustment to remove the overload will cause more lines to overload because· 
of nonlinearities. After three iterations, all overloads can be removed. This entire ED 
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and overload removal process takes 9.1 sec for the 3 overload iterations and 23 ED 
iterations which is 0.35 sec/iteration. This is slightly higher than the ratio for the 30-bus 
system with only economic dispatch calculations and no overload. 
Figure 4.11: Line overloads for 30-bus system 
As transactions between areas increase, low bus voltages may become an issue. If 
this is the case, the voltage constraint in Equation (2.12) is enforced. This constraint only 
serves to prevent the voltage from falling below 0.90 p.u. It offers no control on bringing 
low voltages that have fallen below this value back to acceptable levels. An example in 
which the voltage falls below 0.93 p.u. and the voltage constraint is enforced is the 
13-bus system with the line from bus 4 to bus 5 out. A transaction of 880 MW is carried 
out between area 1 and area 3. The transaction causes an overload on the line from bus 2 
to bus 12. It takes two iterations of the overload subproblem to remove the overload. 
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During the first iteration, the voltage at bus 6 falls to 0.92 p.u. and the voltage constraint 
is imposed. After the second iteration, the voltage at bus 6 has not fallen any lower and is 
actually higher at 0.935 p.u. The ED subproblem requires two iterations, and the entire 
process of ED and overload removal requires 0.55 sec. 
To illustrate the method of evaluating the limits on all possible transactions, a 
complete analysis of the 13-bus system was carried out for the 6 possible non-
simultaneous transactions between areas and the 16 possible line contingencies. This was 
done to determine the transmission capacity limits for the contingencies and the limiting 
elements. The transaction levels were studied in 10 MW increments. For all transactions 
with generation initially set as in Table 4.2, the outage of the line from bus 1 to bus 3 
results in an unsolvable case. This isolates the generator at bus 1 leaving load demands 
unmet. The outage of the line from bus 4 to bus 6 results in a low voltage of 0.75 p.u. for 
the base case and all transaction cases. This low voltage has nothing to do with the 
transactions present in the system. The complete results are shown in Table 4. 7. This 
example simply shows that the interconnections are often the determining factor in 
transmission capacity limits. Some adjustments of controls are allowed to remove 
overloads when they first occur, but as the system becomes more stressed, this is not 
possible. The base cases for the transaction from area 1 to area 2 and the transaction from 
area 1 to area 3 show that by using the overload removal program, the transmission 
capacity limits can be increased from the point at which overloads first occur. The 
transaction from area 1 to 3 shows that the limiting element is not always the direct tie. 
line. In this case, the line from bus 2 to bus 12 is the tie between areas 1 and 2; the 
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power does not necessarily flow in a direct path. This study also shows that generation 
limits are also determining factors in how much power an area can transfer. 
Table 4.7: Results of transaction study on the 13-bus system 
Transaction Contingency Transaction Level Transmission Limiting Element 
(from area- at Which Capacity 
to area) Overloads First Limit 
Occur 
I- 2 base case 620MW 730MW Line 2 to I2 
I- 2 Line I2 to I3 390MW 390MW Line 2 to I2 
Line IO to I3 390MW 390MW Line 2 to I2 
I - 3 base case 7IOMW 8IOMW Line 2 to I2 
I - 3 Line 2 to 3 400MW 400MW bus I3 voltage at 0.93 p.u. 
Line IO to 13 400MW 400MW Line 2 to I2 
2-3 base case and all IOOMW IOOMW Generator I2 
contingencies 
2-I base case and all IOOMW IOOMW Generator I2 
contingencies 
3- I base case and all IOOMW IOOMW Generator I3 
contingencies 
3-2 base case and all IOOMW IOOMW Generator I3 
contingencies 
Simultaneous transactions are much more difficult to analyze in determining 
transmission capacity limits. Figure 4.12 shows an example of limit determination for 
two simultaneous transactions for the 13-bus system. The area under the curve is the 
region where either no overloads occur, or if so, they can be removed by the method 
developed. The boundary has been linearized for a clearer representation of the trend for 
the two simultaneous transactions. The boundary should be avoided for secure operation. 
This example illustrates that the limits determined for each individual non-simultaneous 
transaction cannot simply be added to obtain a limit for the simultaneous transactions. 
This example also illustrates the difficulty in studying more than two simultaneous 
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transactions; obtaining enough values to accurately describe a boundary limit grows more 
computationally expensive as simultaneous transactions are added. 
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Figure 4.12: Simultaneous transaction for the 13-bus system 
8 
A final issue of solution performance is robustness. Different initial conditions will 
not necessarily lead to the same final solution. This has also been addressed in [ 1 0] as a 
problem with OPF methods. The difficulties with the method here lie in the linearization 
of the constraint equations. The sensitivities change for different operating points, and 
these sensitivities determine how the LP will arrive at a solution. Some of the problem 
also lies in the numerical stability of the LP solution. While the constraints are not 
linearly dependent, some sensitivities are very similar in several constraint equations for 
the same variables. This will result in numerically small entries in the tableau after. 
pivoting. Subsequent pivoting on these small elements will create more numerical 
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problems. The code has been written such that small pivots are avoided whenever 
possible; however, it is not always possible to do so when a small pivot is the only choice 
to reach a solution. The robustness issue is not so much whether an overload can be 
removed, but rather how the generation will be dispatched to alleviate the problem. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSIONS 
The linear programming thermal overload solution method presented has proven to be 
an effective means of removing thermal overloads on transmission lines. This method 
has proven beneficial in removing overloads resulting from area transactions or 
contingencies. In the present state of the electric utility industry leading towards open 
access to the transmission network and increased competition, tools such as this are a 
necessity. Adjusting generation to optimally remove and prevent overloads will allow 
greater utilization of facilities and resources. The technique developed emphasizes 
removing thermal overloads as economically as possible starting from an optimal 
operating point. It was necessary to include an economic dispatch routine to optimally 
dispatch generation before overload removal, thus resulting in a multi-functional optimal 
power flow program. However, with all techniques, improvements are always possible. 
There are several improvements to be made to the technique presented, as well as work to 
be done on other aspects of power system security affected by area transactions. 
The method presented in Chapter 2 can be improved in several ways. For simplicity, 
linearized quadratic generator cost functions were employed. Although these are not 
entirely accurate, they do provide a good approximation for generator costs. Piecewise 
linear cost functions should be utilized to better represent actual generator costs. For 
practical applications in a competitive setting, accurate representations are essential .. 
Although overload removal still stands as most important, this would place more 
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emphasis on the ED portion of the solution method. For real-time applications, speed is 
also important. Employing techniques to exploit the sparsity structure of the LP tableau 
would decrease solution time for very large systems. Robustness remains an issue 
because of the pivots carried out and the linearization of the nonlinear power flow 
equations. Revised versions of the simplex method as suggested in [6] may prove to be 
the answer. Dual LP techniques as suggested in [10], as well as interior point methods as 
in [ 11] should also be explored. 
Improvements on the evaluation of critical contingencies and transactions could be 
made using probabilistic techniques. Only the most probable contingencies would be 
studied while initiating only the most probable transactions. Solutions in real time will 
become increasingly more important as transactions change from hour to hour or even 
minute to minute. Having a general idea of where security issues and overloads will arise 
is necessary. 
The issue affecting transmission capacity that has been primarily addressed is that of 
thermal overloads. Stability issues still remain. As indicated in [19], there has to be a 
way to address all issues affecting transmission capacity. Using different methods to 
address voltage stability, transient stability, dynamic stability, and thermal overloads 
requires the compilation of appropriate capacity limits. More work has to be done to 
integrate all aspects affecting transmission capacity limits. 
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APPENDIX 
SOLUTION METHOD COMPUTER CODE 
This appendix contains the computer code necessary to run the overload solution 
method as formulated in Chapter 2. All code contribution by the author appears here. 
Any procedures that have been incorporated appear only as calls to procedures. 
Program OVTest 
program Ovtest; 
{ Main program for running economic dispatch and solving overload 
problems. } 
uses 
Forms, 
Ovcall in 'OVCALL.PAS' {Forml}; 
{$R *.RES} 
{$M 22000, 12000 } 
begin 
Application.CreateForm(TForml, Forml); 
Application.Run; 
end. 
Onit Ovcall 
unit Ovcall; 
{ Main unit containing the dialog for problem control. Options of 
solving ED, overload,and transaction problems with contingencies. } 
interface 
uses 
WinCrt,SysUtils, WinTypes, WinProcs, Messages, Classes, Graphics, 
Controls, 
Forms, Dialogs, StdCtrls, Buttons, OverLd, 
ExtCtrls,MainOvED,EconDisp,TestTran; 
type 
TForml = class(TForm) 
BitBtnl: TBitBtn; 
RadioGroupl: TRadioGroup; 
filename: TEdit; 
Labell: TLabel; 
Label2: TLabel; 
procedure BitBtnlClick(Sender: TObject); 
procedure FormCreate(Sender: TObject); 
private 
{ Private declarations } 
public 
{ Public declarations } 
end; 
var 
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Form1: TForm1; 
implementation 
{$R *.DFM} 
procedure TForm1.BitBtn1Click(Sender: TObject); 
{ Main control over which type of problem to solve. 
begin 
Case RadioGroup1.Itemindex Of 
{ Solve overload problem only - no ED } 
0 BeginOverloadProblem(filename.text); 
1 BeginEDProblem(filenarne.text); {Solve ED and overload problem 
2 Begin 
{Solve transactions with ED, overload, and select line contingencies 
BeginEDProblem(filename.text); 
TestTransactions(filename.text,1); 
End; 
End; 
end; 
procedure TForm1.FormCreate(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
filename.text := 'c:\home2\caroline\lp\'; 
RadioGroup1.Itemindex .- 1; 
end; 
end. { Unit OvCall } 
Unit MainOVED 
unit Mainoved; 
This unit contains the necessary global variables and functions to 
solve the economic dispatch and overload problems. The appropriate 
sensitivity procedures for use in the LP tableau are available in 
this unit. } 
interface 
Uses SysUtils, WinTypes, WinProcs, Classes, WinCrt, PwrSys, Globals, 
Sensitive,IniFiles,FileiO,Math,Branches,Pwrinit,ManChanges, 
DynUnit,YBus,BFactorFB,Jacobian,CalMismatch,PoutUnit,LowVoltage, 
AreaUnit,OptMult,SolvePwr,NoSol,Misc; 
Const PF = 'PowerFlow'; {Used for reading/writing ini information} 
ENVIR = 'Environment'; { For for ini information } 
LIMITS = 'Limits'; { Used for ini information } 
Type 
ACompPnt = AAComp; 
Points to a record 
AComp = Record 
compptr 
compnum 
next 
End; 
ARecPnt = AARec; 
ARec = Record 
val 
index 
next 
End; 
containing a component number or component pointer} 
{ Components pertain to lines or buses. } 
TTRLine; { Pointer to a line } 
Integer; { Number for bus in bus array } 
ACompPnt;{Points to next item in the linked list } 
{ Points to linked list of columns or rows } 
Single; 
Integer; 
ARecPnt; 
{ Element value } 
{ Associated column or row of value } 
{Points to next item in the linked list 
GroupPnt = AGroupRec; 
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Points to linked list of a particular group of elements } 
GroupRec = Record 
variable Integer; 
GroupPnt; 
Variables in particular list } 
next 
End; 
ARecArray = Array[1 .. 200] of ARecPnt; 
MyVector = Array[l .. 200] of Single; 
IntVect = Array[l .. 200] of Integer; 
BoolVect = Array[l .. 200] of Boolean; 
GArray = Array[l .. lOO] of Single; 
ProblemType = (ECD,OVL); 
Var debugdata : TextFile; File for debugging information } 
CantSolve : Boolean; 
{True if the problem can't be solved, either dual or primal formulation} 
info TextFile; { File for debugging information } 
costfile : TextFile; { File for cost information } 
allinfo : TextFile; { File for transaction limit information 
Procedure StoreOriginalGen(Var OrigGen: GArray;ps : TPowerSystem); 
{Taken from g:\apps2\tjo\pwrflow\npwrflow } 
Procedure InitialPwrflow(FileName : String; ps : TPowerSystem); 
Procedure INIFileRead; { Reads options from the ini file } 
Procedure AddToTableau(row,col : Integer; value 
ARecArray); 
Procedure FindinterchangeSensitivities(areanum 
TPowerSystem;Var Bus : BusArray;Var sump 
Single; Var surnMVA : Single); 
Single; Var RowHead 
Integer;ps : 
Single; Var sumq 
Function LineFlowSensitivity(theline 
TPowerSystem) : Single; 
TTRLine; Var Bus : BusArray;ps 
Function BusVoltageSensitivity(bnum 
Single; 
Integer; ps TPowerSystem) 
Procedure FindOverloadedLines(ps : TPowerSystem; Var overload:AcompPnt); 
Procedure FindNearOverload(ps :TPowerSystem; Var nearoverload:AcompPnt); 
Procedure FindLowVoltages(ps : TPowerSystem; Var lovolt : AcompPnt); 
Procedure DisposeACompPnt(Var tempcomppnt : AcompPnt); 
Procedure WriteOutTableau(Var filevar :TextFile; Var RowHead :ARecArray; 
rows,col : Integer); 
Procedure OpenFile; 
Procedure WriteFlows(Var filevar : TextFile;ps : tPowerSystem); 
Procedure Writeinterchange(Var filevar : TextFile;ps : TPowerSystem); 
Procedure WriteOverload(Var filevar : TextFile; overload 
TPowerSystem) ; 
AcompPnt;ps . . 
Procedure WriteLowVoltages(Var filevar : TextFile; lovolt : ACompPnt; ps 
: TPowerSystem) ; 
Procedure WriteNearOverload(Var filevar:TextFile; nearoverload:ACompPnt; 
ps : TPowersystem) ; 
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Procedure WriteBasicx(Var filevar : TextFile; Var BasicX : MyVector; n 
Integer) ; 
Procedure WriteGeneration(Var filevar : TextFile;ps : TPowerSystem); 
Procedure WriteSystemB(Var filevar : TextFile; SystemB : MyVector; n 
Integer); 
Procedure WriteEDinfo(Var filevar : TextFile;ps : TPowerSystem); 
Procedure WriteVoltages(Var filevar 
TPowerSystem) ; 
TextFile; minimum : Boolean;ps 
Procedure WriteAreaDemand(Var filevar : TextFile; ps 
Procedure WriteStarLine(Var filevar: TextFile); 
Procedure WriteLine(Var filevar : TextFile); 
implementation 
Procedure StoreOriginalGen; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable 
Begin 
TPowerSystem) ; 
{ Procedure stores the base case generation dispatch values. } 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to lvgen Do 
OrigGen[i] := Gen[i] .GetMW; 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Procedure StoreOriginalGen 
Procedure InitialPwrflow(FileName : String; ps : TPowerSystem); 
Solve the pwrflow for initial values. } 
var i,j Integer; { Loop variables } 
ltemp Boolean;{Temp storage of DependentLoadModels 
numitr Integer;{ Number of power flow iterations } 
InputFileName String; { Case file name } 
TSingle Timer; { Stores time for power flow } 
pslow TPowerSystem; {Additional power .system} 
Begin 
{ Procedure runs an intial powerflow after reading in a case file. 
InputFileName := filename+' .cf'; 
ReadRaw(InputFileName,True,ps); 
With ps Do Begin 
CheckArea := True; 
For i := 1 to lvarea Do 
Area[i] .ControlStatus := AGC; 
ReadDYNFile (InputFileNarne,ps,True); 
Buildybus(1,lvbus,nil,Bus,Gen,Lines,YBsHd,YBsDg,False,True); 
For j := 1 to lvgen Do Gen[j] .ChangeMWRef(O,O,Bus); 
{Setup var limits} 
nosim := 0; { Nosim contains the number of nonslack buses } 
For i := 1 to lvbus Do If Bus[i]A.cat <> SlackCat Then Inc(nosim); 
BuildJac(true); 
AddFills(BJacHd,BJacDg,BPerint); 
ReadChgFile(InputFileName,HeadEvent,HeadChange,CurChange,ps); 
ReadOutputFormat(InputFileName,nfields,ntimesteps,lvbus,lvarea,Outpt,Bus 
,Gen,Lines,Area); 
MakeChanges(ps,tirnestep,O,CurChange); 
ExecuteEvents(ps,O,StateHd); 
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First solve for the high voltage solution, then if dual = 2 solve for 
the low voltage solution using the high voltage solution as a 
starting value (except at the simplified bus) } 
TSingle.Init; 
TSingle.Start; 
EnforceTapDelays := False; 
Always solve initial powerflow with dependent load models off } 
ltemp := DependentLoadModels; 
If not NominalLoad Then DependentLoadModels .- False 
Else If DependentLoadModels Then For i := 1 to lvbus Do 
Bus[i]~.DetermineCnstLoad(Rectangular); 
If Rectangular Then RSolvePwrflow (ps,O) 
Else Begin 
SolvePwrflow (ps,O); 
ConvertToRectangular (1,lvbus); 
End; 
If IgnoreConductOpt = 0 Then 
For i := 1 to lvbus Do Bus[i]~.DetermineCnstLoad(Rectangular); 
DependentLoadModels := ltemp; 
TSingle.Stop; 
If Dual = 2 Then Begin 
pslow := ps.InitNewSystem('Second' ,True,True); 
Check area should be false } 
End; 
If ps.error > 0 Then Begin 
NoSolCtrlMoves(ps,numitr,O); 
End; 
currentlowbus := 0; 
End; 
CheckArea := False; { Want to be able to control interchange in ED } 
For i := 1 to ps.lvarea Do 
ps.Area[i] .ControlStatus .- noAreaControl; 
End; { of Procedure Initialpwrflow 
Procedure INIFileRead; 
Var OVTestini : TiniFile; 
Begin 
{ Procedure reads in power flow solution information from *.INI file. } 
OVTestini := TiniFile.Create('OVTest.Ini'); 
With OVTestini Do Begin 
FlatStart := ReadBool(pf, 'FlatStart' ,True); 
Rectangular := ReadBool(pf, 'Rectangular' ,True); 
UseOptMult := ReadBool(pf, 'OptimalMultiplier' ,True); 
Maxiterations := Readinteger(pf, 'Maxiterations' ,25}; 
Itrtol := ReadReal(ReadString(pf, 'ItrTol',' '),0.0005); 
CheckArea := ReadBool(pf, 'CheckArea',False); 
CheckTaps := ReadBool(pf, 'CheckTaps',False); 
CheckVars := ReadReal(ReadString{pf, 'CheckVars',' ') ,0); 
DependentLoadModels := ReadBool(pf, 'DependentLoadModels' ,True); 
MinOptMult := 
ReadReal{ReadString(pf, 'MinimumOptimalMultiplier',' ') ,0.000001); 
dual := Readinteger(envir, 'DualSolution' ,1); 
OutputLevel := Readinteger{envir, 'LoggingLevel',O); 
SolutionOption := Readinteger{envir, 'SolutionOption' ,0); 
End; { of with OVTestini } 
OVTestini.Free; 
End; { of Procedure INIFileRead 
Procedure AddToTableau; 
Var p : ARecPnt; { Pointer to row linked list } 
Begin 
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{ Procedure adds a new element to a row linked list } 
New(p); 
pA.va1 :=value; 
pA.index := col; 
pA.next := RowHead[row]; 
RowHead[row] := p; 
End; { of Procedure AddToTableau 
Procedure FindinterchangeSensitivities; 
Var pl TiePtr; { Pointer to tie lines } 
tq,tp,tdamp Extended; { Line flow sensitivities 
PSense,QSense Single; { Line flow sensitivities 
pp,qq Single; { Line flow values } 
Begin 
{ Finds the sum of the tie-line flow sensitivities for all ties in an 
area with respect to a change in generation. } 
sump := 0; 
sumq := 0; 
surnMVA := 0; 
With ps Do Begin 
With area[areanurn] Do Begin 
pl := tiepnt; 
While pl <> nil Do With plA.tieline Do Begin 
dFlowdVolt(plA.meter,tp,tq,tdamp,Bus,BMismatch); 
PSense := -tp;{Negative because of sign difference in Jacobian.} 
QSense := -tq; { Sensitivities of line flows } 
PQ(plA.meter,Bus,IgnoreConductOpt,pp,qq); 
sump := sump + PSense*plA.dir; 
sumq := sumq + QSense*plA.dir; 
If MVA(plA.meter,Bus) <> 0 Then 
surnMVA := surnMVA + (pp*PSense + qq*QSense}/MVA(plA.meter,Bus) 
Else surnMVA := 0; 
pl .- plA.next; 
End; { of while pl <> nil 
End; { of with area[] } 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Procedure FindinterchangeSensitivities 
Function LineFlowSensitivity; 
Var tp,tq,tdamp Extended; 
PSense,QSense Single; 
pp,qq Single; 
Begin 
{ Line flow sensitivities 
{ Line flow sensitivities 
{ Line flows values } 
{ Calculate the sensitivity of MVA flow on a line with respect to a 
change in generation. } 
With ps Do Begin 
With TheLine Do Begin 
dFlowdVolt(pfbs,tp,tq,tdamp,Bus,BMismatch); 
PSense := -tp;{Negative because of sign difference in Jacobian. } 
QSense := -tq; 
PQ(pfbs,Bus,O,pp,qq); 
LineFlowSensitivity := (pp*PSense + qq*QSense)/MVA(pfbs,Bus); 
End; { of with theline } 
End; { of with ps . } 
End; { of Function LineFlowSensitivity 
Function BusVoltageSensitivity; 
Begin 
{ Calculate the sensitivity of a bus voltage magnitude with respect to· 
a change in generation. psA.BMismatch should contain the voltage 
sensitivities with respect to some change in a generator. These 
sensitivities must be calculated from a rectangular Jacobian or the 
calculation below will not be valid. } 
With ps Do 
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BusVoltageSensitivity := -(Bus[bnurn]A.e*BMisrnatchA[bnurn] .r + 
Bus[bnurn]A.f*BMisrnatchA[bnurn] .i)/bus[bnurn]A.volt; 
End; { of Function BusVoltageSensitivity ) 
Procedure FindOverloadedLines; 
Var p : AcornpPnt; { Pointer to overload linked list ) 
pline : TTRLine; { Pointer to a line ) 
Begin 
{After a powerflow has been solved, checks to find overloaded lines. ) 
With ps Do Begin 
pline := ps.Lines; 
While pline <> nil Do Begin 
With pline Do Begin 
If PercentLineLoading(pfbs,Bus) > 100 Then Begin 
New(p); 
pA.next := overload; 
pA.cornpptr := pline; 
overload := p; 
writeln('OVERLOADED LINE'); 
End; { of if percentlineloading > 100 ) 
End; { of with pline do ) 
pline := pline.next; 
End; { of while pline <> nil ) 
End; { of with ps ) 
End; { of Procedure FindOverloadedLines 
Procedure FindNearOverload; 
Var p : AcornpPnt; { Pointer to near overloaded linked list ) 
pline : TTRline; { Pointer to a line ) 
Begin 
{ After a powerflow has been solved, checks to find lines within 90% 
of overload. ) 
With ps Do Begin 
pline := ps.Lines; 
While pline <> nil Do Begin 
With pline Do Begin 
If (PercentLineLoading(pfbs,Bus) > 90) and 
(PercentLineLoading(pfbs,Bus) < 100) Then Begin 
New(p); 
pA.next := nearoverload; 
pA.cornpptr := pline; 
nearoverload := p; 
writeln('NEAR OVERLOAD LINE '); 
End; {of if percentlineloading > 90 ... ) 
End; { of with pline } 
pline := pline.next; 
End; { of while pline <> nil ) 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Procedure FindNearOverload 
Procedure FindLowVoltages; 
Var p : AcornpPnt; { Pointer to lovolt linked list } 
i : Integer; { Loop variable ) 
Begin 
{ Procedure finds buses with voltage between 0.90 and 0.93 p.u. } 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to lvbus Do Begin 
If (bus[i)A.volt < 0.93) and (bus[i]A.volt > 0.90) Then Begin 
New(p); 
pA.next := lovolt; 
pA.cornpnurn .- i; 
pA.cornpptr := nil; 
lovolt := p; 
writeln('LOW VOLTAGE BUS ',i,' ',bus[i]A.volt); 
End; { of if bus .. ) 
{ of loop over buses } 
{ of with ps } 
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End; 
End; 
End; { of Procedure FindLowVoltages 
Procedure DisposeACompPnt; 
Var p,p1 : AcompPnt; { Pointers to linked lists } 
Begin 
{ Procedure Disposes of a linked list of type ACompPnt. 
p : = tempcomppnt·; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
p1 : = p; 
p : = p"' . next; 
p1"'.compptr := nil; 
Dispose (p1) ; 
p1 := nil; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
tempcomppnt := nil; 
End; { of Procedure DisposeACompPnt 
Procedure WriteOutTableau; 
Var i,j Integer; { Loop variables } 
SWR : MyVector; { Temporarily stores tableau values 
p : ARecPnt; { Pointer to row linked list } 
Begin 
{ Procedure writes out the tableau. 
For i := 1 to rows Do Begin 
For j := 1 to col Do SWR[j] .- 0; 
p := RowHead[i]; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
SWR[p"'.index] .- p"'.val; 
p := p"'.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
For j := 1 to col Do 
write(filevar,SWR[j] :15:10,' '); 
writeln(filevar); 
End; { of loop over rows } 
end; { of Procedure WriteOutTableau 
Procedure OpenFile; 
Begin 
{ Procedure opens debugging files for writing. } 
AssignFile(debugdata, 'c:\home2\caroline\lp\debug.txt'); 
Rewrite(debugdata); 
AssignFile(info, 'c:\home2\caroline\output.txt'); 
Rewrite(info); 
End; { of Procedure OpenFile 
Procedure WriteFlows; 
Var pline : TTRLine; { Pointer to a line } 
pp,qq : Single; { Line flows } 
Begin 
{ Procedure writes line flows to a file. 
With ps Do Begin 
pline := ps.Lines; 
While pline <> nil Do Begin 
Writeln(filevar, 'line ',pline.fbusnum,' to 
',pline.tbusnum,pline.MVA(pline.pfbs,ps.Bus) :9:5); 
pline.PQ(pline.pfbs,Bus,O,pp,qq); 
pline := pline.next; 
End; { of while pline <> nil 
End; { of with ps } 
writeln(filevar); 
End; { of Procedure WriteFlows 
Procedure Writeinterchange; 
Var i 
p1 
pp,qq 
Begin 
Integer; 
TiePtr; 
Single; 
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Loop variable } 
Pointer to tie lines 
Line flows } 
{ Procedure writes area interchange values to a file. } 
With ps Do Begin 
{For i := 1 to lvarea Do Begin 
With area[i] Do Begin 
p1 := tiepnt; 
While p1 <>nil Do With Lin[p1A.nurn]A Do Begin 
Lin[p1A.nurn]A.pq(p1A.rneter,Bus,O,pp,qq); 
writeln(filevar, 'area ',area[i] .nurn,' tie line flow ',pp*p1A.dir); 
p1 := p1A.next; 
End; 
End; 
End;} 
For i := 1 to lvarea Do Begin 
Writeln(filevar, 'area ',area[i] .nurn,' real interchange 
',area[i] .interchange(lvbus,Bus, 'A')); 
Writeln(filevar, 'area ',area[i] .nurn,' reactive interchange 
',area[i] .interchange(lvbus,Bus, 'R')); 
End; { of loop over areas } 
End; { of with ps } 
writeln(filevar); 
End; { of Procedure Writeinterchange 
Procedure WriteOverload; 
Var p : AcornpPnt; { Pointer to overload linked list 
Begin 
{ Procedure writes overloaded lines to a file. 
writeln(filevar, 'overloaded lines'); 
p := overload; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
writeln(filevar, 'Line from bus ',pA.compptr.fbusnum,' to bus 
',pA.compptr.tbusnum); 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
End; { of Procedure WriteOverload 
Procedure WriteLowVoltages; 
Var p : AcornpPnt; { Pointer to lovolt linked list 
Begin 
{ Procedure write low voltage buses to a file. 
write(filevar, 'low voltage buses'); 
p := lovolt; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
writeln(filevar, 'bus ',pA.cornpnum); 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
End; { of Procedure WriteLowVoltages } 
Procedure WriteNearOverload; 
Var p : AcornpPnt; { Pointer to nearoverload linked list 
Begin 
{ Procedure writes near overloaded lines to a file. } 
writeln(filevar, 'nearoverloaded lines'); 
p := nearoverload; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
writeln(filevar, 'Line from bus ',pA.cornpptr.fbusnum,' to bus 
',pA.cornpptr.tbusnum); 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
End; { of Procedure WriteNearOverload 
Procedure WriteBasicx; 
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Var i : Integer; Loop variable } 
Begin 
{ Procedure writes the basic solution to a file. } 
For i := 1 to n Do 
writeln(filevar,BasicX[i]); 
writeln(filevar); 
End; { of Procedure WriteBasicX 
Procedure WriteGeneration; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable 
Begin 
{ Procedure writes generation values to a file. } 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to lvgen Do Begin 
Writeln(filevar,gen[i] .busnum,' ',gen[i] .GetMW,' GetMW '); 
Writeln(filevar,gen[i] .busnum,' ',gen[i] .termMW,' termMW'); 
writeln(filevar,gen[i] .busnum,' ',gen[i] .termMVR,' termMVR'); 
End; { of loop over generators } 
End; { of with ps } 
writeln(filevar); 
End; { of Procedure WriteGeneration 
Procedure WriteSystemB; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
Begin 
For i := 1 to n Do 
writeln(filevar,SystemB[i]); 
End; { of Procedure WriteSystemB 
Procedure WriteEDinfo; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
Begin 
{ Procedure writes economic dispatch parameters for each generator to 
a file. } 
writeln(filevar, 'generation ED info '); 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to lvgen Do Begin 
writeln(filevar, 'a ',gen[i] .eda,' b ',gen[i] .edb,' c 
' , gen [ i] . edc) ; 
End; { of loop over generators } 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Procedure WriteEDinfo } 
Procedure WriteVoltages; 
Var i Integer; Loop variable } 
least Single; 
numleast Integer; 
Begin 
Value of smallest bus voltage 
Bus with smallest bus voltage 
{ Procedure writes bus voltages to a file. } 
least := 2; 
With ps Do Begin 
If not minimum Then Begin 
If minimum=true then only write the bus with smallest voltage. 
For i := 1 to lvbus Do 
writeln(filevar, 'bus ',bus[i]~.num,' ',bus[i]~.volt:5:3); 
End { of if not minimum } 
Else Begin 
For i := 1 to lvbus Do Begin 
If bus[i]~.volt < least then Begin 
least := bus[i]~.volt; 
numleast := i; 
End; { of if bus[i]~.volt < least } 
End; { of loop over buses } 
writeln(filevar, 'bus ',numleast,' with minimum voltage 
',least:5:3); 
End; { of else 
End; { of with ps 
writeln(filevar); 
End; { of Procedure WriteVoltages 
Procedure WriteAreaDemand; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable 
Begin 
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{ Procedure writes the load demand for each area to a file. } 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to lvarea Do 
Writeln{filevar, 'area ',i,' load ',area[i] .load{lvbus,Bus, 'W')); 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Procedure WriteAreaDemand 
Procedure WriteStarLine; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable 
Begin -
{ Procedure writes a starred line to an output file. } 
For i := 1 to 50 Do 
write{filevar, '*'); 
writeln{filevar); 
End; { of Procedure WriteStarLine 
Procedure WriteLine; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
Begin 
{ Procedure writes a line to an output file. } 
For i := 1 to 50 Do 
write{filevar, '-'); 
writeln{filevar); 
End; { of Procedure WriteLine 
end. { Unit MainOvED } 
Unit Tableau 
unit Tableau; 
This unit sets up the LP tableau for either the overload or ED 
problem. } 
interface 
Uses WinCrt,PwrSys,Sensitive,Globals,MainOvED; 
Procedure FindGenOrder{Var GenOrder: IntVect; ps TPowerSystem) ; 
Function NumOnline(ps : TPowerSystem) : Integer; 
Procedure SetUpCosts{Var Cost : MyVector;ps : TPowerSystem; WhichProblem 
: ProblemType); 
Procedure SetUpB{ Var SysternB:MyVector; nearoverload, overload, lovolt: 
AcompPnt;rows:Integer;ps:TPowerSystem; nurngen : Integer; Var 
GenOrder : IntVect; WhichProblem : ProblemType; deltap : Single); 
Procedure AddSlacks(nearoverload,overload,lovolt : AcompPnt; Var 
RowHead : ARecArray; Var slack : GroupPnt; Var numslack : 
Integer;ps : TPowerSystem; numgen : Integer; WhichProblem 
ProblemType); 
Procedure SetUpTableau{ps : TPowerSystem; Var Rowhead : ARecArray; Var 
nearoverload,overload,lovolt : AcompPnt; Var rows : Integer; Var 
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eels : Integer; Var SlackRow : BoolVect;numgen : Integer; Var 
GenOrder : IntVect; WhichProblem : ProblemType); 
Procedure DetermineChanges(Var BasicX : MyVector; col : Integer;ps 
TPowerSystem; Var GenOrder : IntVect); 
implementation 
Procedure FindGenOrder; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
count : Integer; 
Begin 
{ Number of online generators 
{ Procedure finds order of online generators in the set of variables 
for the LP problem. } 
For i .- 1 to 200 Do GenOrder[i] .- 0; 
count := 0; 
For i := 1 to ps.lvgen Do Begin 
If ps.Gen[i] .status = 1 Then Begin 
count := count + 1; 
GenOrder[count] := i; 
End; { of if gen[i] .status ... } 
End; { of loop over generators } 
End; { of Procedure FindGenOrder 
Function NumOnline; 
Var i Integer; Loop variable } 
count : Integer; Number of online generators } 
Begin 
{ Function returns the number of online generators. } 
count := 0; 
For i := 1 to ps.lvgen Do Begin 
If ps.Gen[i] .status = 1 then 
count := count + 1; 
End; { of loop over generators 
NumOnline := count; 
End; { of Function NumOnLine 
Procedure SetUpCosts; 
Var i Integer; Loop variable } 
colcount : Integer; 
Begin 
Column count for setting up cost vector } 
{ Procedure sets up the cost functions for the LP problems. 
For i := 1 to 200 Do Cost[i] .- 0; 
With ps Do Begin 
Case WhichProblem of {Need to use GenOrder here instead of just Gen} 
ECD : Begin 
OVL 
For i := 1 to lvgen Do Begin 
If Gen[i] .status = 1 Then Begin 
Cost[(i*2)-1] := Gen[i] .edb+2*Gen[i] .edc*Gen[i] .GetMW; 
Cost[i*2] := -(Gen[i] .edb+2*Gen[i] .edc*Gen[i] . GetMW); 
{ Cost[ (i*2)-1] := Gen[i] .edb; 
Cost[i*2] := -(Gen[i] .edb);} 
End; { of if gen[i] .status } 
End; { of loop over generators 
End; { of ECD problem } 
Begin 
For i := 1 to lvgen Do Begin 
If Gen[i] .status = 1 Then Begin 
Cost[ (i*2)-1] := 1; 
Cost[i*2] := -1; 
End; { of if gen[i] .status } 
End; { of loop over generators 
End; { of OVL problem } 
End; { of Case } 
End; { of With } 
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End; { of Procedure SetUpCosts 
Procedure 
Var i 
p,p1 
SetUpB; 
: Integer; 
: AcornpPnt; 
{ Loop variable 
Pointers to 
count 
d~ 
change 
rowcount 
overload,nearoverload, and lovolt linked lists } 
Integer; { Count number of rows in tableau 
Single; { Dummy variable } 
Single;{Maxirnurn allowable change in generator variables} 
Integer; { Row count for eliminating slack 
Begin 
{ Procedure sets of the b vector for the LP constraints. } 
For i := 1 to 200 Do SysternB[i] .- 0; 
With ps Do Begin 
count := 1; 
If lvarea > 1 Then count := count + lvarea; 
If WhichProblern = OVL Then Begin 
p := overload; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
count := count + 1; 
{ Overload constraints } 
SysternB[count] := pA.cornpptr.MVA(pA.cornpptr.pfbs,Bus)-
pA.cornpptr.lirn[1]+0.01; 
p := pA.next; 
Adjust line flow such that the new value is 1 MVA below limit } 
End; { of while p <> nil for overload constraints } 
p1 := nearoverload; 
While p1 <> nil Do Begin { Near overload constraints } 
count := count + 1; 
SysternB[count] := p1A.cornpptr.lirn[1]-
p1A.cornpptr.MVA(p1A.cornpptr.pfbs,Bus); 
p1 .- p1A.next; 
End; { of While for nearoverload constraints 
End; { of if for OVL } 
p1 := lovolt; { Low voltage constraints } 
While pl <> nil Do Begin 
count := count + 1; 
SysternB[count] := Bus[plA.cornpnurn]A.volt - 0.90; 
pl := plA.next; 
End; { of While for lovolt constraints } 
rowcount := 0; 
{ Max/Min limits on generation change 
Case WhichProblern of 
ECD : Begin change := deltap; 
For i := 1 to nurngen Do Begin 
durn:= Gen[GenOrder[i]] .rnaxrnw-Gen[GenOrder[i]] .GetMW; 
{ If Bus[Gen[GenOrder[i]] .nbus]A.cat = 3} 
{ Make sure that the MW value for a generator is not greater than its 
maximum. This could occur for the slack bus whose generation limit 
is not strictly enforced in the powerflow. Nonlinearities in the 
system could also create discrepencies between the results from the 
powerflow and the ED. } 
If (durn>= change) Then SysternB[count+(i*2)-1] .-
change 
Else If (durn > 0) and (durn < change) Then 
SysternB[count+(i*2)-1] := durn 
Else SysternB[count+(i*2)-1] := 0; 
IF Gen[GenOrder[i]] .GetMW < 0 Then 
SysternB[count+(i*2)-1] := change; 
durn:= Gen[GenOrder[i]] .GetMW-
Gen[GenOrder[i]] .MinMW; 
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If (durn>= change) Then SysternB[count+(i*2)] .-
change 
Else If (durn > 0) and (durn < change) Then 
SysternB[count+(i*2)] := Gen[GenOrder[i]] .GetMW-
Gen[GenOrder[i]] .rninrnw 
Else SysternB[count+(i*2)] := 0; 
End; { of Loop over generators } 
End; { of ECD problem } 
OVL : Begin For i := 1 to nurngen Do Begin 
End; 
If Gen[GenOrder[i]] .MaxMW > Gen[GenOrder[i]] .GetMW 
Then 
SysternB[count+(i*2)-1] := Gen[GenOrder[i]] .rnaxrnw-
Gen[GenOrder[i]] .GetMW 
Else SysternB[count+(i*2)-1] := 0; 
If Gen[GenOrder[i]] .GetMW > Gen[GenOrder[i]] .MinMW 
Then 
SysternB[count+(i*2)] .- Gen[GenOrder[i]] .GetMW-
Gen[GenOrder[i]] .rninrnw 
Else SysternB[count+(i*2)] := 0; 
End; { of loop over generators } 
End; 
End; 
End; 
{ of Case } 
{ of with ps } 
{ of Procedure SetUpB } 
Procedure 
Var P 
AddSlacks; 
: AcornpPnt; 
{ Pointer 
p1 
count 
to overload, nearoverload, or lovolt linked lists } 
ternprow,row 
Begin 
GroupPnt; { Pointer to row in tableau 
Integer; { Count number of rows } 
Integer; { Count number of rows } 
{ Procedure adds slack variables to appropriate constraints in the 
tableau. } 
count := 1; 
slack := nil; 
nurns lack : = 0 ; 
If ps.lvarea > 1 Then 
If WhichProblern = OVL 
p := overload; 
count := count + ps.lvarea; 
Then Begin 
{ Add slacks for overload constraints } 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
count := count + 1; 
nurnslack := nurnslack + 1; 
AddToTableau(count,2*nurngen+nurnslack,-1,RowHead); 
p := p"'.next; 
New(p1); 
p1"'.variable := 2*nurngen+nurnslack; 
p1"'.next := slack; 
slack := p1; 
End; { of while p <> nil for overload constraints } 
p := nearoverload; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
Add slack variables for near overload constraints } 
count := count + 1; 
nurnslack := nurnslack + 1; 
AddToTableau(count,2*nurngen+nurnslack,1,RowHead); 
p := p"'.next; 
New{p1); 
p1"'.variable := 2*nurngen+nurnslack; 
pl"'.next := slack; 
slack := pl; 
End; { of while p <> nil for nearoverload constraints } 
End; { of if for OVL } 
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{ Add slacks for lovolt constraints ) 
p := lovolt; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
count := count + 1; 
nurnslack := nurnslack + 1; 
AddtoTableau(count,2*nurngen+nurnslack,1,RowHead); 
p := pA.next; 
New(p1); 
p1A.variable := 2*nurngen+nurnslack; 
p1A.next := slack; 
slack := p1; 
End; { of while for lovolt ) 
row := count; 
ternprow := row; 
While row < (ternprow+2*nurngen) Do Begin 
row := row + 1; { Add slacks for generation limit constraints ) 
nurnslack := nurnslack + 1; 
AddToTableau(row,2*nurngen+nurnslack,1,RowHead); 
New(p1); 
p1A.variable := 2*nurngen+nurnslack; 
p1A.next := slack; 
slack .- p1; 
End; { of while for generator constraints 
End; { of Procedure AddSlacks ) 
Procedure SetUpTableau; 
Var rowcount : Integer; { Stores number of current row in tableau ) 
surnloss : Single; 
{Sum of area loss sensitivities due to generation change ) 
i,j,k Integer; { Loop variables ) 
BuildAndFactor : Boolean; { True of Jacobian should be built ) 
p1 : AcornpPnt; 
Pointer to overload, nearoverload, and lovolt linked lists ) 
durn : Single; { Dummy variable 
surnp,surnq,surnMVA : Single; 
Total value for interchange sensitivities ) 
colcount : Integer; { Column of tableau ) 
Set up the linear programming tableau with the loss contraints ordered 
first,followed by interchange flow constraints, followed by near line 
overload constraints followed by line overload constraints, followed 
by generation limit constraints. Line overload constraints are 
included if line is > 90% loaded. If overloaded lines are detected, 
then a separate program to remove overloads should be run. ) 
Begin 
For i := 1 to 200 Do SlackRow[i] .- False; 
{ True-row contains slack appropriate for basis 
colcount := 0; 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to nurngen Do Begin 
surnloss := 0; 
rowcount := 0; 
Sense(Gen[GenOrder[i]) .nbus,P,BuildAndFactor,Rect,ps); 
If i = 1 Then BuildAndFactor := True Else BuildAndFactor := False; 
durn := 
AreaLossSense(Gen[GenOrder[i]] .nbus,P,BuildAndFactor,Rect,ps); 
rowcount := rowcount+1; { Add area loss constraints to tableau 
If Bus[Gen[GenOrder[i)) .nbus)A.cat = 3 Then Begin 
{ If slack bus then sensitivity should be zero. ) 
AddtoTableau(rowcount, (i*2-1),1,RowHead); 
AddToTableau(rowcount, (i*2) ,-1,RowHead); 
End {of if bus[ .. ) .cat= 3 ) 
Else Begin 
{ Take the negative of the sensitivity as given by arealosssense 
AddToTableau(rowcount, (i*2-1) ,1-durn,RowHead); 
AddToTableau(rowcount, (i*2),durn-1,RowHead); 
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End; { of else } 
Sense(Gen[GenOrder[i]] .nbus,P,BuildAndFactor,Rect,ps); 
{ Area interchange constraints } 
If lvarea > 1 Then begin { If only 1 area, then no interchange } 
For j := 1 to lvarea Do Begin { Area interchange constraints } 
FindinterchangeSensitivities(j,ps,Bus,sump,sumq,sumMVA); 
rowcount := rowcount + 1; 
{ Constraint on real power interchange } 
AddToTableau(rowcount, (i*2)-1,sump,RowHead); 
AddToTableau(rowcount,i*2,-sump,RowHead); 
End; { of For loop over areas } 
End; { of if lvarea > 1 } 
Sense(Gen[GenOrder[i]] .nbus,P,BuildAndFactor,Rect,ps); 
If WhichProblem = OVL Then Begin 
p1 := overload; { Add overload constraints to tableau 
While p1 <> nil Do Begin 
dum := LineFlowSensitivity(p1A.compptr,Bus,ps); 
rowcount := rowcount + 1; 
AddToTableau(rowcount, (i*2)-1,-dum,RowHead); 
AddToTableau(rowcount,i*2,dum,RowHead); 
p1 := plA.next; 
End; { Of while for overloaded lines } 
p1 := nearoverload; 
While p1 <> nil Do Begin 
{ Add near overload line constraints to tableau } 
rowcount := rowcount+1; 
dum := LineFlowSensitivity(p1A.compptr,Bus,ps); 
AddToTableau(rowcount, (i*2)-1,dum,RowHead); 
AddToTableau(rowcount,i*2,-dum,RowHead); 
SlackRow[rowcount] := True; 
p1 := p1A.next; 
End; { of while for nearoverload 
End; { of if for OVL } 
Include voltage constraints in both the ED and overload problems } 
p1 := lovolt; 
While p1 <> nil Do Begin 
rowcount := rowcount + 1; 
dum := BusVoltageSensitivity(p1A.compnum,ps); 
AddToTableau(rowcount, (i*2)-1,dum,RowHead); 
AddToTableau(rowcount, (i*2) ,-dum,RowHead); 
SlackRow[rowcount] .- True; 
p1 .- p1A.next; 
End; { of while for lovolt constraints 
{Min/Max generation constraints } 
AddToTableau(rowcount+(i*2)-1, (i*2)-1,1,RowHead); 
SlackRow[rowcount+(i*2)-1] :=True; 
AddToTableau(rowcount+(i*2),i*2,1,RowHead); 
SlackRow[rowcount+(i*2)] :=True; 
End; { of Loop over generators 
rows := rowcount+((numgen)*2); 
eels := numgen*2; 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Procedure SetUpTableau } 
Procedure DetermineChanges; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
dum : Integer; { Dummy variable } 
Begin 
{ Procedure adjusts the generation as given by the LP solution. } 
For i := 1 to col Do Begin 
If odd(i) Then Begin 
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dum:= Round((i+1)/2); 
If Abs(BasicX[i]) > 0.0000001 Then Begin 
ps.Gen[GenOrder[dum]] .mwref := ps.Gen[GenOrder[dum]] .GetMW + 
BasicX[i]; 
ps.Gen[GenOrder[dum]] .SetMW(ps.Gen[GenOrder[dum]] .mwref); 
End; {of If BasicX > ... } 
End { of if odd(i) 
Else Begin 
dum := Round(i/2); 
If Abs(BasicX[i]) > 0.0000001 Then Begin 
ps.Gen[GenOrder[dum]] .mwref := ps.Gen[GenOrder[dum]] .GetMW-
BasicX[i]; 
ps.Gen[GenOrder[dum]] .SetMW(ps.Gen[GenOrder[dum]] .mwref); 
End; {of if BasicX > ... } 
End; { of if even(i) } 
End; { of loop over columns } 
End; { of Procedure DetermineChanges 
end. Unit Tableau } 
Unit Simplex 
unit Simplex; 
This unit contains all necessary procedures to solve the simplex or 
dual simplex algorithms. Artificial problems can also be solved when 
no initial basis is available. } 
{ $S+ } 
interface 
Uses WinCrt,MainOvED; 
Procedure WriteOutColumns(Var Column : ARecArray; rows,col 
Procedure InitializeRec(Var Goober : ARecArray); 
Integer) ; 
Procedure ReplaceSWR(Var SWR 
Integer) ; 
MyVector; Var RowPnt ARecPnt; col 
Procedure Pivot(Var Rowhead : ARecArray; r,q,rows,col : Integer; 
Var BasisPosition : IntVect; Var SystemB:MyVector; Var 
RelCost : MyVector); 
Procedure SetBasisPosition(Var BasisPosition 
GroupPnt;Var Column :ARecArray); 
IntVect; Basis 
Function FindinitialBasis(Var BasisPosition : IntVect; Var slack : 
GroupPnt; Var Column : ARecArray; col,numslack,rows : Integer) 
Boolean; 
Procedure CountElements(Var Column 
IntVect; col : Integer); 
ARecArray; Var NumElements : 
Procedure ConvertForms(Var ConvertTo,ConvertFrom 
Integer); 
ARecArray; fromnum 
Function DualPivotColumn(Var RowHead 
MyVector; Var r,col : Integer) 
ARecArray; Var RelCost 
Integer; 
Function DualPivotRow(Var BasisPosition : IntVect; Var BasicX : 
MyVector;Var SystemB : MyVector; rows,col : Integer) : Integer; 
Function PrimalPivotColumn(Var RelCost : MyVector; col : Integer) 
Integer; 
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Function PrimalPivotRow(Var Column : ARecArray; q,rows 
SystemB : MyVector) Integer; 
Integer;Var 
Procedure SetTempCost(Var TempCost,Cost 
IntVect; rows, col : Integer); 
MyVector;Var BasisPosition 
Procedure FindBasicSolution(Var BasisPosition : IntVect; Var 
BasicX,SystemB: MyVector; col,rows : Integer); 
Function Feasible(Var BasicX : MyVector; col : Integer) : Boolean; 
Function FindMostNegRelCost(Var RelCost : MyVector; col: Integer) 
Integer; 
Procedure Artificial(Var Rowhead : ARecArray; Var col,rows : Integer; 
Var numart : Integer; SlackRow : BoolVect; Var BasisPosition : 
IntVect; Var ArtCost : MyVector); 
Procedure DeleteArtVar(Var Rowhead : ARecArray; Var col, rows : Integer); 
Procedure CheckBasis(Var Rowhead : ARecArray; Var SystemB : MyVector; 
Var RelCost : MyVector; Var BasisPosition IntVect; 
rows,col,numart : Integer); 
Procedure ExchangeBasis(Var Rowhead ARecArray; Var SystemB : MyVector; 
Var RelCost : MyVector; Var BasisPosition : IntVect; 
pivotrow,rows,col,numart : Integer; Var allartgone Boolean); 
Procedure CalcRelativeCosts(Var RelCost,TempCost,SystemB 
Column: ARecArray; rows,col : Integer); 
MyVector; Var 
Procedure DisposeARec(Var Goober : ARecArray; n Integer); 
Procedure DisposeAGroup(Var Goober : GroupPnt); 
Procedure DisposeSingleRec(Var Goober : ARecPnt); 
Procedure SolvePrimal(Var RelCost : MyVector; col,rows 
SystemB : MyVector; Var RowHead : ARecArray; Var 
BasisPosition:IntVect); 
Integer; Var 
Procedure SolveDual(Var RowHead : ARecArray; Var RelCost : MyVector; 
col,rows : Integer; Var SystemB : MyVector; Var BasisPosition : 
IntVect); 
Procedure SolveProblemLP(Var RowHead : ARecArray; slack : GroupPnt;Var 
SystemB : MyVector; SlackRow : BoolVect; Var BasicX : MyVector;Var 
Cost : MyVector; numslack,rows,col : Integer; Var finalchange : 
Single); 
Procedure WriteOutRows(Var RowHead 
SystemB,RelCost : MyVector); 
implementation 
Procedure WriteOutRows; 
ARecArray; rows,col 
Var i,j Integer; { Loop variable } 
Integer; Var 
SWR MyVector; { Temporarily stores values from tableau 
p ARecPnt; { Pointer to a row in the tableau } 
Begin 
For i .- 1 to rows Do Begin 
For j := 1 to col Do SWR[j] .- 0; 
p := RowHead[i]; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
SWR[pA.index] .- pA.val; 
p := p"".next; 
End; { of while p <> nil do } 
For j := 1 to col Do 
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write{debugdata,SWR[j] :15:10, I 1 ); 
write{debugdata,SysternB[i] :15:10); 
writeln{debugdata); 
End; { of loop over rows } 
For j := 1 to col+1 Do write{debugdata,RelCost[j] :15:10, I 1 ); 
writeln{debugdata); 
end; { of Procedure WriteOutRows } 
Procedure WriteOutColumns; 
Var SWC MyVector; { Temporarily stores values in a column 
i,j Integer; { Loop variables } 
p ARecPnt; { Pointer to column linked list } 
Begin 
For i .- 1 to col Do Begin 
For j := 1 to rows Do SWC[j] .- 0; 
p := Column[i]; 
While p <> nil do Begin 
SWC[p"".index] := p"".val; 
p := p"".next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
For j := 1 to rows Do write{SWC[j] :15:10, I 1 ); 
writeln; 
End; { of loop over columns } 
End; { of Procedure WriteOutColumns 
Procedure InitializeRec; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
Begin 
{ Initialize an array of variables of type ARec. } 
For i := 1 to 200 Do 
Goober[i] := nil; 
End; { of Procedure InitializeRec 
Procedure ReplaceSWR; 
Var p : ARecPnt; { Pointer to a row linked list 
i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
Begin 
{ Puts the working row back into the linked list. } 
For i := col downto 1 Do Begin 
If SWR[i] <> 0 Then Begin 
New{p); 
p"".next := RowPnt; 
p"".val := SWR[i]; 
p"". index := i; 
RowPnt := p; 
End; { of if SWR[i] <> 0 } 
End; { of loop over columns } 
End; { of Procedure ReplaceSWR } 
Procedure Pivot; 
Var SWR, { Working row for easy access to coefficients } 
SWRP MyVector; { Working row for pivot row } 
i,j,k,l Integer; { Loop variables } 
p ARecPnt; { Pointer to row linked list } 
dum Single; { Dummy variable } 
leave Integer; { Variable to leave the basis 
Begin 
{ r is pivot element column, q is pivot element row } 
For i := 1 to col+1 Do Begin 
SWR [ i] : = 0; 
SWRP [ i ] : = 0 ; 
End; { of loop over columns 
p : = Rowhead [r]; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
SWRP[pA.index] := pA.val; 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
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SWRP[col+1] := SysternB[r]; {Include b vector in working row 
dum : = SWRP [q]; 
SWRP[q] should never be zero, resulting in a valid division. } 
For j := 1 to col+1 Do 
SWRP[j] := SWRP[j]/dum; {Normalize pivot row to pivot element 
For i := 1 to rows Do Begin 
For 1 := 1 to col+l Do SWR[l] .- 0; 
If i <> r Then Begin 
p : = Rowhead [ i] ; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
SWR[pA.index] := pA.val; 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil 
SWR[col+1] := SystemB[i]; 
dum : = SWR [ q] ; 
For j := 1 to col+1 Do 
SWR[j] := SWR[j] - SWRP[j]*dum; 
DisposeSingleRec(RowHead[i]); 
{ Put working row back into linked list 
ReplaceSWR(SWR,RowHead[i] ,col); 
If Abs(SWR[col+1]) < 0.000001 Then SystemB[i] .- 0 
Else SystemB[i] := SWR[col+1]; 
{ Eliminate problems with small and negative numbers } 
End; { of If i < > r } 
End; { of loop over rows 
dum:= RelCost[q]; 
For j := 1 to col+1 Do 
RelCost[j] := RelCost[j] - SWRP[j]*dum; 
{ Put pivot row back into linked list } 
DisposeSingleRec(RowHead[r]); 
ReplaceSWR(SWRP,RowHead[r] ,col); 
SystemB[r] := SWRP[col+1]; 
leave := BasisPosition[r]; Change the variables in the basis. } 
BasisPosition[r] := q; 
End; { of Procedure Pivot 
Procedure SetBasisPosition; 
Var i Integer; { Loop variable } 
p GroupPnt; { Pointer to basis } 
p1 ARecPnt; { Pointer to column linked list } 
Begin 
{ BasisPosition relates the position of the 1 in each basis variable 
to that variable. } 
{ For a basis variable, the 1 should be the only element in each 
column linked list. } 
For i := 1 to 200 Do BasisPosition[i] .- 0; 
p := Basis; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
p1 := Column[pA.variable]; 
If p1 <> nil Then BasisPosition[p1A.index] .- pA.variable; 
p := pA.next; 
End; 
End; { of Procedure SetBasisPosition 
Function FindinitialBasis; 
Var Basis GroupPnt; 
p,p1 : GroupPnt; 
p2 : ARecPnt; 
NumElements : IntVect; 
{ Points to linked list of basis elements 
{Pointers to slack and basis linked lists 
{ Pointer to column linked list } 
Array storing number of elements in each column } 
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count,i : Integer; { Loop variables } 
Begin 
{ Assume that the slack variables make up the original basis. If 
there aren't enough slack variables for the number of constraints, 
then need to solve an artificial problem. This has to be changed 
to actually check to see if any non-slack variables could be part 
of the basis. Set initial basis to be the slack variables if 
there are enough slacks. This won't work for a problem that 
requires an artificial problem first. } 
Basis := nil; 
If numslack = rows Then Begin 
{ Adjust this so that the basis pointer isn't needed. } 
FindinitialBasii := True; 
p := slack; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
New{p1); 
p1A.next := Basis; 
p1A.variable := pA.variable; 
Basis := p1; 
p := pA.next; 
End; 
SetBasisPosition{BasisPosition,Basis,Column); 
End { of if numslack = rows } 
Else FindinitialBasis := False; 
For overload and Economic Dispatch problems won't have to worry 
about finding an initial basis. The necessary constraints always 
make it necessary to solve an artificial problem. } 
{Else Begin 
For i := 1 to rows Do BasisPosition[i] := 0; 
count := 0; { Counts how many basis elements are found } 
CountElements{Column,NumElements,col); 
For i := 1 to col Do Begin 
If NumElements[i] = 1 Then Begin 
p2 := Column[i]; · 
If {BasisPosition[p2A.index] = 0) and {p2A.val 1) Then Begin 
BasisPosition[p2A.index] .- i; 
count := count + 1; 
End 
Else Begin 
FindinitialBasis .- False; 
Exit; 
End; 
End; 
End; 
If count = rows Then FindinitialBasis := True 
Else FindinitialBasis := False; 
End; { End of Else for find initial basis 
End; { of Procedure FindinitialBasis } 
Procedure CountElements; 
Var p,p1 ARecPnt; 
i,count : Integer; 
Begin 
Pointer to column linked list } 
Loop variables } 
{ Count number of elements in each column for use in determining 
intial basis. } 
For i := 1 to col Do Begin 
p := Column[i]; 
count := 0; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
count := count + 1; 
p : = p A . next ; 
End; 
NumElements[i] .- count; 
End; { of loop over columns 
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End; { of Procedure CountElernents 
Procedure ConvertForrns; 
Var i,j Integer; { Loop variables 
p,p1 : ARecPnt; { Pointer to row or column linked lists } 
Begin 
{ Convert between row and column linked lists 
{ ConvertFrorn is current form of linked list. ConvertTo is the form 
converted to. } 
For i := fromnurn downto 1 Do Begin 
p := ConvertFrorn[i]; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
New(p1); 
p1"'. index : = i; 
p1"'.val := p"'.val; 
p1"'.next := ConvertTo[p"'.index]; 
ConvertTo[p"'.index] := p1; 
p := p"'.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
End; { of loop over fromnurn } 
DisposeARec(ConvertFrorn,fromnurn); 
End; { of Procedure ConvertForrns } 
Function 
Var j 
SWR 
Begin 
eps 
p 
durn 
DualPivotColumn; 
Integer; { 
MyVector; { 
Single; { 
ARecPnt; { 
Single; { 
Loop variable } 
Working row } 
Small number } 
Pointer to row 
Dummy variable 
linked list } 
} 
{ Returns the column of the pivot element in DualPivotColumn. Row of 
pivot gets passed in r } 
DualPivotColumn := 0; 
If pivot remains zero then there is no maximum to the dual. } 
For j := 1 to col Do SWR[j] .- 0; 
p : = RowHead [r]; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
SWR[p"'.index] .- p"'.val; 
p := p"'.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
eps := 1000; 
If no element in the pivot row is negative, then no maximum to dual. } 
For j := 1 to col Do Begin 
Attempt to eliminate problems with small pivots } 
If (SWR[j] < 0) and (Abs(SWR[j])>0.00001) Then Begin 
durn:= -RelCost[j]/SWR[j]; 
{ RelCost should be positive so this quantity is positive. 
If durn < eps Then Begin 
eps : = durn; 
DualPivotColumn := j; 
End; { of if durn < eps 
End; { of if SWR [ j ] . . . } 
End; { of loop over columns } 
End; { of Function DualPivotColumn 
Function DualPivotRow; 
Var i Integer; 
least : Single; 
Begin 
Loop variable 
Most negative value } · 
{ Returns the row of the pivot element in DualPivotRow. 
DualPivotRow := 0; 
{ If this remains zero, then problem is feasible all xb>=O} 
least := 0; { Find the basic variable with the most negative 
value. } 
For i := 1 to rows Do Begin 
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If BasicX[BasisPosition[i]] <least Then Begin 
least := BasicX[BasisPosition[i]]; 
DualPivotRow := i; 
End; { of if basicx [] ... } 
End; { of loop over rows } 
End; { of Function DualPivotRow 
Function PrimalPivotColumn; 
Begin 
{ Determine the pivot column for the primal problem. If zero is 
returned there are no relative costs less than 0. Problem should 
be optimal. } 
PrimalPivotColumn := FindMostNegRelCost(RelCost,col); 
End; { of Function PrimalPivotColumn } 
Function 
Var p 
swc 
PrimalPivotRow; 
ARecPnt; 
MyVector; 
i 
least 
dum 
Integer; 
Single; 
Single; 
Begin 
{ Pointer to column linked list } 
{ Working column } 
{ Loop variable } 
{ Most negative element 
{ Dummy variable } 
pivot row for the primal problem. } { Procedure finds the 
PrimalPivotRow := 0; 
For i := 1 to rows Do 
p : = Column [q]; 
{ Problem is unbounded if this stays zero. } 
swc [ i] . - 0; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
SWC[pA.index] := pA.val; 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
least := 1000; 
For i := 1 to rows Do Begin 
If SWC[i] > 0 Then Begin 
Attempt to eliminate problems with small pivots } 
If (SystemB[i] = 0) and (SWC[i] < 0.00001) Then dum .-
Else dum := SystemB[i]/SWC[i]; 
If dum < least Then Begin 
least := dum; 
PrimalPivotRow := i; 
End; { of if dum < least } 
End; { of if SWC [ i] > 0 } 
End; { of For i loop } 
End; { of Function PrimalPivotRow 
Procedure SetTempCost; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable 
Begin 
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{ Find a 
costs. 
temporary cost vector for calculating the initial relative 
For i .-
For i .-
End; { of 
} 
1 to col+1 Do TempCost[i] .-
1 to rows Do TempCost[i] .-
Procedure SetTempCost } 
Procedure FindBasicSolution; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable 
Begin 
0; 
Cost[BasisPosition[i]]; 
{ Need to be sure that all coefficients of the basis are positive and 
1 or the solutions won't be correct. } 
For i := 1 to col Do BasicX[i] := 0; 
For i := 1 to rows Do 
BasicX[BasisPosition[i]] := SystemB[i]; 
End; { of Procedure FindBasicSolution } 
Function Feasible; 
Var i : Integer; Loop variable } 
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Begin 
{ Determines if a basic solution is feasible. 
Feasible := True; 
For i := 1 to col Do Begin { Remove problems with very small negative 
numbers } 
If BasicX[i) < -0.00001 Then Feasible := False; 
End; { of loop over columns } 
End; { of Function Feasible } 
Procedure 
Var i 
count 
Artificial; 
Integer; { Loop variable } 
Integer; { How many additional variables are added } 
Begin 
p,p1 
NumElements 
Column 
ARecPnt; { Pointers to row and column linked lists } 
IntVect; { Number of nonzero elements in column } 
ARecArray;{ Array of pointer to column linked lists 
{ Procedure adds artificial variables to the tableau when there is no 
initial basis. Artificial variables are added to the tableau for 
all constraints which do not have appropriate slack variables for 
the basis. } 
count := col; 
For i := 1 to col Do ArtCost[i) .- 0; 
InitializeRec(Column); 
For i := 1 to rows Do Begin 
Add additional variable to rows without slacks for basis } 
If Not SlackRow[i) Then Begin 
count := count + 1; 
New(p1); 
p1A.next := Rowhead[i); 
p1A.index := count; 
p1A.val := 1; 
Rowhead[i) := p1; 
BasisPosition[i) := count; 
Set basis position of artificial variables 
ArtCost[count) := 1; 
End; { of if not slackrow[) ... } 
End; { of loop over rows } 
numart := count-col; 
ConvertForms(Column,RowHead,rows); 
CountElements(Column,NumElements,col+numart); 
For i := 1 to col+numart Do Begin 
If NumElements[i) = 1 Then Begin 
p := Column[i); 
If pA.va1 = 1 then BasisPosition[pA.index) .- i; 
End; { of if numelements[)= ... } 
End; { of loop over variables } 
ConvertForms(RowHead,Column,col+numart); 
End; { of Procedure Artificial } 
Function FindMostNegRelCost; 
Var least Single; { Most negative cost 
i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
Begin 
{ Function finds the variable with the most negative relative cost. 
Zero is returned if all of the relative costs are positive. 
Assumes a tolerance of 0.0001 in determining if RelCost is zero. 
least := 0; 
FindMostNegRelCost := 0; 
For i := 1 to col Do Begin 
If (RelCost[i) <least) and (abs(Re1Cost[i))>0.0001) Then Begin 
least := RelCost[i); 
FindMostNegRelCost := i; 
End; { of i f . . . } 
End; { of loop over columns } 
End; { of Function FindMostNegRelCost 
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Procedure DeleteArtVar; 
Var i,j : Integer; { Loop variables } 
p,pl,p2 : ARecPnt; { Pointers to row linked list } 
Found : Boolean; 
{ True if the artificial variable in current row has been found. } 
Begin 
{ Delete artificial variables from the tableau. } 
For i := 1 to rows Do Begin 
p := Rowhead[i]; 
found := False; 
If p <> nil Then Begin 
If pA.index > col Then Begin 
Eliminate artificial variable from the front of list. } 
p1 := p; 
p := pA.next; 
Dispose(p1); 
Rowhead[i] .- p; 
End { of if pA.index > col 
Else Begin 
Eliminate artificial variable if it isn't the first element in list} 
p2 := p; 
p := pA.next; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
If pA.index > col Then Begin 
p1 := p; 
p := pA.next; 
Dispose(p1); 
p2A.next .- p; 
End { of if pA.index > col } 
Else Begin 
p2 := p; 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of else } 
End; { of While p <> nil 
End; { of Else } 
End; { of if p <> nil } 
End; { of For loop over rows } 
End; { of Procedure DeleteArtVar 
Procedure CheckBasis; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable 
allartgone : Boolean; 
{ True of all artificial variables have been removed from the basis 
Begin 
{ Checks the basis after an artificial problem to see if all 
artificial variables are nonbasic. If some are still in the basis, 
they are exchanged for non artificial variables. If all 
aritificial variables aren't removed the first time through 
because the resulting pivots would be too small, they are removed 
the second time through regardless of pivot size. An attempt is 
made to avoid numerical stability problems, but if this cant' be 
avoided, the problem is solved regardless of pivot size. } 
allartgone := True; 
Assume that all artificial variables will be removed the first time 
through. } 
For i := 1 to rows Do Begin 
If BasisPosition[i] > col Then 
ExchangeBasis(RowHead,SysternB,RelCost,BasisPosition,i,rows,col,numart, 
allartgone); 
End; { of loop over rows } 
For i := 1 to rows Do Begin 
If BasisPosition[i] > col Then Begin 
allartgone := False; 
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ExchangeBasis(RowHead,SysternB,RelCost,BasisPosition,i,rows,col,numart, 
·allartgone); 
End; { of If BasisPosition 
End; { of loop over rows } 
End; { of Procedure CheckBasis 
Procedure ExchangeBasis; 
Var i,j,m Integer; 
WontWork Boolean; 
p ARecPnt; 
SWR MyVector; 
Begin 
{ Loop variables } 
{ True if variable can't enter the basis } 
{ Pointer to row linked list } 
{ Temporarily stores values in the tableau 
{ Exchanges a basic artficial variable for the first nonbasis variable 
in the tableau} 
For i := 1 to col+numart Do SWR[i] := 0; 
p := RowHead[pivotrow]; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
SWR[pA.index] .- pA.val; 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
For i := 1 to col Do Begin 
WontWork := False; 
Attempt to eliminate problems 
If ((SWR[i]) < 0.00001) and 
Else If not allartgone Then 
For j := 1 to rows Do Begin 
with small and negative pivots } 
allartgone Then WontWork := True 
If (SWR[i] <= 0) Then WontWork := True; 
If i = BasisPosition[j] Then WontWork := True; 
End; { of loop over rows } 
If Not WontWork Then Begin 
pivot(RowHead,pivotrow,i,rows,col+numart,BasisPosition,SystemB,RelCost); 
Exit; 
End; { of if not wontwork } 
End; { of loop over columns } 
End; { of Procedure ExchangeBasis } 
Procedure 
Var SWC 
i,j,k 
p 
sum 
Begin 
CalcRelativeCosts; 
MyVector; { Working column } 
Integer; { Loop variables } 
ARecPnt; { Pointer to column linked list } 
Single; { Useful in calculating relative costs 
{ Calculate the initial relative costs for the problem. Actual costs 
should be passed in RelCost. TempCost is the cost of the basis 
elements. Non-zero values can appear only where there is a basis 
element. } 
For i := 1 to col Do Begin 
For k := 1 to rows Do SWC[k] .- 0; 
p := Column[i]; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
SWC[pA.index] := pA.val; 
{ writeln(debugdata, 'column ',i,' row ',pA.index,' ',pA.val) ;} 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
sum := 0; 
For j := 1 to rows Do 
sum :=sum+ SWC[j]*TempCost[j]; 
RelCost[i] := RelCost[i] - sum; 
End; { of loop over columns } 
sum := 0; 
For j := 1 to rows Do 
sum :=sum+ SystemB[j]*TempCost[j]; 
Re1Cost[col+1] := -sum; 
End; { of Procedure CalcRelativeCosts } 
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DisposeARec; Procedure 
Var p,pl 
i 
Begin 
: ARecPnt; { Pointer to column or row linked list } 
: Integer; { Loop variable } 
For 
p 
{ Dispose of either a column or row array of linked lists 
i := 1 to 200 Do Begin 
:= Goober[i]; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
pl := p; 
p := p"' .next; 
Dispose (pl) ; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
Goober(i] := nil; 
End; { of for loop } 
End; { of Procedure DisposeARec 
Procedure DisposeAGroup; 
Var p,pl : GroupPnt; { Pointer to variable } 
Begin 
{ Disposes of dynamic variable of type AGroupPnt 
p := Goober; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
pl : = p; 
p := p"' .next; 
Dispose (pl) ; 
pl := nil; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
Goober := nil; 
End; { of Procedure DisposeAGroup 
Procedure DisposeSingleRec; 
Var p,pl ARecPnt; { Pointer to a row or column linked list } 
Begin 
{ Dispose of a single row or column linked list. 
p := Goober; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
pl : = p; 
p : = p"' .next; 
Dispose (pl) ; 
pl := nil; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
Goober := nil; 
End; { of Procedure DisposeSingleRec 
Procedure SolvePrimal; 
Var q,p : Integer; { Pivot column, pivot row } 
Column : ARecArray; { Array of column linked lists 
FormRow: Boolean;{True if the tableau is stored as row linked lists} 
t ARecPnt; { Pointer to row linked list } 
i,m Integer; { Loop variables } 
count Integer; { Iteration counter } 
Begin 
FormRow := True; 
InitializeRec(Column); 
count := 0; 
While (FindMostNegRelCost(RelCost,col) > 0) and (count < 40) Do Begin 
count := count + 1; 
ConvertForms(Column,RowHead,rows); 
FormRow := False; 
q := PrimalPivotColumn(RelCost,col); 
p := PrimalPivotRow(Column,q,rows,SystemB); 
If count=20 Then Exit; 
If (p <> 0) and (q <> 0) Then Begin 
ConvertForms(RowHead,Column,col); 
FormRow : = True; 
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Pivot(RowHead,p,q,rows,col,BasisPosition,SystemB,RelCost); 
End { of if pivot exists } 
Else Begin 
WRiteln('Primal Problem Not Solvable'); 
CantSolve := True; 
If Not ForrnRow Then ConvertForms(RowHead,Column,col); 
Exit; 
End; { of else pivot does not exist } 
End; { of while problem not solved } 
If Not ForrnRow Then ConvertForms(RowHead,Column,col); 
End; { of Procedure SolvePrimal } 
Procedure SolveDual; 
Var p,q Integer; 
BasicX MyVector; 
i,m Integer; 
count Integer; 
Begin 
count := 0; 
{ Pivot row, pivot column } 
{ Stores solution to problem 
{ Loop variables } 
{ Iteration counter } 
For i := 1 to col Do BasicX[i] := 0; 
FindBasicSolution(BasisPosition,BasicX,SysternB,col,rows); 
While (Not Feasible(BasicX,col)) and (count< 20) Do Begin 
count := count + 1; 
p := DualPivotRow(BasisPosition,BasicX,SystemB,rows,col); 
q := DualPivotColumn(RowHead,RelCost,p,col); 
If count=20 Then Exit; 
If (p <> 0) and (q <> 0) Then Begin 
If either 0, then not solvable. } 
Pivot(RowHead,p,q,rows,col,BasisPosition,SysternB,RelCost); 
FindBasicSolution(BasisPosition,BasicX,SystemB,col,rows); 
End { of if pivot found } 
Else Begin 
Writeln('Dual Problem Not Solvable '); 
CantSolve := True; 
Exit; 
End; { of else pivot not found } 
End; { of While not feasible } 
End; { of Procedure SolveDual } 
Procedure SolveProblernLP; 
Var Column ARecArray; { Linked lists of columns } 
BasisPosition : IntVect; 
Row location of 1s in basis variable columns } 
TempCost MyVector;{ Contains the costs of basis variables } 
RelCost MyVector;{Relative Costs to determine when solved} 
ForrnRow Boolean; {Determines which form the tableau is in } 
i Integer; { Loop variable } 
ArtCost MyVector;{ Cost vector for artificial problem} 
sum Integer; 
Number of columns including artificial variables } 
numart : Integer; { Number of artificial variables } 
p : GroupPnt; { T.emporary Pointer } 
Begin 
{ Controls the solution of the problem given the initial tableau 
including slacks, the b vectqr, and the objective function in the 
form of a cost vector. } 
{ col is the actual number of columns including slacks 
CantSolve := False; 
ForrnRow := True; 
InitializeRec(Column); 
ConvertForms(Column,RowHead,rows); 
FormRow := False; 
If FindinitialBasis(BasisPosition,slack,Column,col,nurnslack,rows) Then 
Begin 
SetTempCost(TempCost,Cost,BasisPosition,rows,col); 
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Fori := 1 to col Do RelCost[i] := Cost[i]; 
RelCost[col+l] := 0; 
CalcRelativeCosts(RelCost,TempCost,SystemB,Column,rows,col); 
ConvertForms(RowHead,Column,col); 
FormRow := True; 
SolvePrimal(RelCost,col,rows,SystemB,RowHead,BasisPosition); 
If FindMostNegRelCost(RelCost,col) <> 0 Then CantSolve := True 
Else FindBasicSolution(BasisPosition,BasicX,SystemB,col,rows); 
If (Feasible(BasicX,col)) and (Not CantSolve) Then Begin 
{ This is the case when the problem is initially solved. 
finalchange := Re1Cost[col+1]; 
End { of if initial problem solved } 
Else If (FindMostNegRelCost(RelCost,col)=O) and (Not 
Feasible(BasicX,col)) Then Begin 
{ This is the case when the initial problem is optimal but not 
feasible. } 
SolveDual(RowHead,RelCost,col,rows,SystemB,BasisPosition); 
FindBasicSolution(BasisPosition,BasicX,SystemB,col,rows); 
If Feasible(BasicX,col) Then Begin 
WRiteln('dual solved'); 
finalchange := Re1Cost[col+1]; 
End; { of if dual solved } 
End; { of dual } 
End { of if FindinitialBasis } 
Else Begin { Solve artificial problem 
If not FormRow Then Begin 
ConvertForms(RowHead,Column,col); 
FormRow := True; 
End; { of if not FormRow } 
Artificial(RowHead,col,rows,numart,SlackRow,BasisPosition,ArtCost); 
sum := col+numart; 
SetTempCost(TempCost,ArtCost,BasisPosition,rows,sum); 
Fori := 1 to col+numart Do RelCost[i] .- ArtCost[i]; 
Re1Cost[col+numart+1] := 0; 
ConvertForms(Column,RowHead,rows); 
FormRow := False; 
CalcRelativeCosts(RelCost,TempCost,SystemB,Column,rows,sum); 
ConvertForms(RowHead,Column,sum); 
FormRow := True; 
SolvePrimal(RelCost,sum,rows,SystemB,RowHead,BasisPosition); 
If FindMostNegRelCost(RelCost,col) <> 0 Then CantSolve := True 
Else Begin 
CheckBasis(RowHead,SystemB,RelCost,BasisPosition,rows,col,numart); 
DeleteArtVar(RowHead,col,rows); 
Actual problem with artificial variables removed. Use the basis 
from the artificial problem as the initial basis. } 
For i := 1 to col Do RelCost[i] := Cost[i]; 
{ Replace artificial cost } 
Re1Cost[col+1] := 0; 
SetTempCost(TempCost,Cost,BasisPosition,rows,col); 
ConvertForms(Column,RowHead,rows); 
FormRow := False; 
CalcRelativeCosts(RelCost,TempCost,SystemB,Column,rows,col}; 
ConvertForms(RowHead,Column,col); 
FormRow := True; 
SolvePrimal(RelCost,col,rows,SystemB,RowHead,BasisPosition); 
If FindMostNegRelCost(RelCost,col) <> 0 Then CantSolve := True 
Else FindBasicSolution(BasisPosition,BasicX,SystemB,col,rows); 
If (Feasible(BasicX,col)) and (Not CantSolve) Then Begin 
finalchange := RelCost[col+l]; 
· End { of if primal solved after artificial } 
Else If (FindMostNegRelCost(RelCost,col)=O) and (Not 
Feasible(BasicX,col}) Then Begin 
SolveDual(RowHead,RelCost,col,rows,SystemB,BasisPosition); 
FindBasicSolution(BasisPosition,BasicX,SysternB,col,rows); 
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If Feasible(BasicX,col) Then Begin 
Writeln('dual solved'); 
finalchange := Re1Cost[col+1]; 
End; { of if dual solved } 
End; { of if optimal and not feasible } 
End; { of if artificial primal solved } 
End; { of artificial problem } 
End; { of Procedure SolveProblernLP } 
end. { Unit Simplex } 
Unit EconDisp 
unit Econdisp; 
{ This unit solves an economic dispatch problem by LP methods. 
All calculations assume p.u. values with a 100 MVA base.} 
interface 
Uses WinCrt, PwrSys, Globals, Sensitive, FileiO, Math,Branches,Pwrinit, 
ManChanges,DynUnit,YBus,BFactorFB,Jacobian,CalMismatch,PoutUnit, 
LowVoltage,AreaUnit,OptMult,SolvePwr,NoSol,Misc,MainOvEd,Overld, 
Tableau; 
Var costfile : TextFile; 
Function CalculateTotalCost(Var ps : TPowerSystem) : Single; 
Procedure RunEDOverload(Var ps : TPowerSystem; Var Solvable : Boolean); 
Procedure BeginEDProblem(filename : String); 
implementation 
Uses Simplex; 
Function CalculateTotalCost; 
Var i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
sum : Single; { Stores count of total cost } 
Begin 
{ Function calculates the total operating costs based on generator ED 
information. } 
With ps Do Begin 
sum := 0; 
For i := 1 to lvgen Do Begin 
sum:= sum+ Gen[i] .GetMW*(Gen[i] .edb +Gen[i] .edc*Gen[i] .GetMW); 
sum := sum+ Gen[i] .GetMW*Gen[i] .edb;} 
End; { of loop over generators } 
End; { of with ps } 
CalculateTotalCost := sum; 
End; { of Function CalculateTotalCost 
Procedure RunEDOverload; 
Var RowHead : ARecArray;{ Stores tableau as rows } 
rows,cols : Integer; 
total number of rows, number of columns not including slacks } 
slack GroupPnt;{Points to linked list of slack variables 
numslack Integer; { Number of slack variables } 
SysternB MyVector; { b vector for the system of form Ax=b 
Cost MyVector; { Cost function of the LP problem } 
BasicX MyVector; { Solution of the LP problem } 
SlackRow BoolVect; 
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True-row constains slack appropriate for basis } 
i : Integer; { Loop variable } 
numiter : Integer; { Number of iterations for solution } 
prevcost,initialcost,newcost : Single; 
Cost information for ED iterations } 
overload : AcompPnt;{Points to linked list of overloadedlines } 
nearoverload : AcompPnt; 
Points to linked list of near overloaded lines } 
numgen : Integer; { Number of online generators } 
GenOrder : IntVect; 
{ Order of generators in the tableau. Necessary when all not online. 
lovolt : ACompPnt; 
{ Linked list of bus voltages < 0.93 p.u. and > 0.90 p.u . 
finalchange : Single; 
Change in the objective function following the LP. 
convergecount: Integer; 
Counts the number of times the next cost is greater than the previous 
cost.} 
deltap Single; 
{ Maximum allowable change in each generator during the ED. } 
Begin 
{ Procedure calls the appropriate procedures to set up and solve the 
LP ED problem. Checks for any overloads following the ED problem 
and then solves overload problem if any overloads result. } 
Solvable := True; 
Assume that any resulting overloads can be eliminated } 
numgen := NumOnline(ps); 
FindGenOrder(GenOrder,ps); 
numiter .- 0; 
cols := 0; 
rows := 0; 
nearoverload := nil; 
overload := nil; 
lovolt := nil; 
deltap := 0.20; { Initial allowable change is 20 MW } 
finalchange := 20; 
convergecount := 0; . 
FindLowVoltages(ps,lovolt); 
WriteLowVoltages(info,lovolt,ps); 
InitialCost := CalculateTotalCost(ps); 
writeln(allinfo, 'initial cost ',initialcost:10:2); 
PrevCost := 1; 
NewCost := InitialCost; 
{writeln(info, 'initial total cost ' ,InitialCost);} 
writeln(costfile,numiter,' ',initialcost:10:2,' ',finalchange:5:2); 
writeln(info, 'initial generation'); 
WriteGeneration(info,ps); 
writeln(info); 
writeln(info, 'line flows before lp'); 
WriteFlows(info,ps); 
writeln(info, 'initial area interchange '); 
Writeinterchange(info,ps);} 
{ Stopping criterion for TestTrans. } 
{While (((Abs(PrevCost-NewCost))/PrevCost)>0.0001) and (Numiter <50) 
Do Begin} 
While (Numiter < 150) Do Begin {and (convergecount < 5) Do Begin } 
{Stopping criterion when no control action is available from the LP. } 
While (deltap > 0) and (Numiter < 50) Do Begin 
{Try adjusting the allowable generation change as the ED progresses.} 
numiter := numiter + 1; 
PrevCost := NeWCost; 
InitializeRec(RowHead); 
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SetUpTableau(ps,Rowhead,nearoverload,overload,lovolt,rows,cols,SlackRow, 
numgen,GenOrder,ECD); 
AddSlacks(nearoverload,overload,lovolt,RowHead,slack,numslack,ps,numgen, 
ECD); 
SetUpB(SysternB,nearoverload,overload,lovolt,rows,ps,numgen,GenOrder,ECD, 
deltap); 
writeln(info, 'SysternB after SetUpB'); 
WriteSysternB(info,SysternB,rows); 
SetUpCosts(Cost,ps,ECD); 
{writeln(info, 'initial cost vector '); 
For i := 1 to cols Do 
write(info,Cost[i] :7:4,' '); 
wri teln (info) ; 
writeln(info) ;} 
{ writeln(info, 'generation values before lp'); 
WriteGeneration(info,ps); 
WriteEDinfo(info,ps);} 
SolveProblernLP(RowHead,slack,SysternB,SlackRow,BasicX,Cost,numslack,rows, 
cols+numslack,finalchange); 
If CantSolve Then Begin 
writeln('can' 't solve ED problem'); 
CantSolve := False; 
Eliminate potential problems with multi-iterations} 
Solvable := False; 
numiter := 100; { Force the program to terminate } 
{ Writeln(info, 'Problem can' 't be reduced further. Infeasible 
Solution. ') ; } 
NewCost := CalculateTotalCost(ps); 
DisposeACompPnt(lovolt); 
{ writeln(info, 'total cost after LP ',NewCost);} 
writeln(costfile,numiter,' ',newcost:10:2,' ',finalchange:5:2); 
wri teln (info) ; 
writeln(info, 'line flows after lp '); 
WriteFlows(info,ps); 
writeln(info, 'area interchange after lp'); 
Writeinterchange(info,ps); 
writeln(info, 'generation values after lp ' ); 
WriteGeneration(info,ps); 
writeln(info, 'bus voltages after LP'); 
WriteVoltages(info,false,ps) ;} 
End { of CantSolve } 
Else Begin 
DetermineChanges(BasicX,cols,ps,GenOrder); 
If Rectangular Then RSolvePwrflow (ps,O) 
Else Begin 
SolvePwrflow (ps,O); 
ps.ConvertToRectangular (1,ps.lvbus); 
End; 
{ writeln(info) ;} 
NewCost := CalculateTotalCost(ps); 
If (convergecount = 3) and ((Abs((PrevCost-NewCost)/PrevCost)) < 
0.0001) Then deltap := -1.0; 
If NewCost > PrevCost Then Begin 
convergecount := convergecount + 1; 
Case convergecount of 
1 deltap .- 0.10; 
2 deltap .- 0.05; 
3 : deltap := 0.01; 
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4 : deltap := -1.0; 
End; { of Case convergecount 
End; { of NC > PC } 
writeln(info, 'total cost after LP ',NewCost) ;} 
writeln(costfile,numiter,' ',newcost:10:2,' ',finalchange:5:2); 
writeln(info);} 
{ writeln(info, 'line flows after lp '); 
WriteFlows(info,ps);} 
writeln(info, 'area interchange after lp'); 
Writeinterchange(info,ps); 
writeln(info, 'generation values after lp'); 
WriteGeneration(info,ps);} 
writeln(info, 'bus voltages after LP'); 
WriteVoltages(info,false,ps); 
{ writeln(info, 'basic solution after lp '); 
WriteBasicX(info,BasicX,cols+numslack) ;} 
DisposeARec(RowHead,rows); 
InitializeRec(RowHead); 
DisposeACompPnt(lovolt); 
FindLowVoltages(ps,lovolt); 
WriteLowVoltages(info,lovolt,ps); 
End; { Of Else for Not CantSolve } 
End; { Of Main Iteration While Loop 
DisposeARec(RowHead,rows); 
DisposeACompPnt(lovolt); 
writeln(allinfo, 'number of ED iterations ',numiter); 
writeln('number of iteration' ,numiter);} 
{ writeln(info, 'bus load ',ps.bus[1)A.mw,' ',ps.bus[1)A.mwcnst) ;} 
writeln(costfile,numiter, ' ',calculatetotalcost(ps) :10:2,' 
',finalchange:5:2); 
writeln(allinfo, 'final ED cost ',calculatetotalcost(ps) :10:2); 
writeln(info, 'generation before solve overload'); 
WriteGeneration(info,ps);} 
FindOverloadedLines(ps,overload); 
Writeln(info, 'lineflows following ED before overload'); 
WriteFlows(info,ps); 
If (Not Solvable) and (overload <> nil) then Begin 
writeln(allinfo, 'ED not solvable, not continuing with overload'); 
WriteOverload(allinfo,overload,ps); 
End; { of Not Solvable and overload <> nil } 
If (overload=nil) Then writeln(info, 'no overload') 
Else If (Solvable) and (overload <> nil) Then Begin 
{ writeln(info, 'solving overload problem');} 
WriteOverload(allinfo,overload,ps); 
WriteOverload(info,overload,ps) ;} 
SolveOverload(overload,ps,Solvable); 
PrevCost := CalculateTotalCost(ps); 
writeln(info, 'cost after overload' ,prevcost:10:2);} 
writeln(allinfo, 'cost after overload ',prevcost:10:2); 
writeln(costfile, 'cost after overload solve ',PrevCost); 
{ writeln(info, 'after solve overload problem');} 
If CantSolve Then Begin 
writeln ('Problem. Program terminated.'); 
Solvable := False; 
End; 
End; { of overload problem } 
writeln(info, 'lineflows after overload'); 
WriteFlows(info,ps); 
writeln(info, 'generation values after ED & OVL'); 
WriteGeneration(info,ps); 
Writeln(allinfo, 'minimum voltage following ED and OVL'); 
WriteVoltages(info,false,ps); 
WriteVoltages(allinfo,true,ps); 
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writeln(costfile, 'end of overload cost 
',calculatetotalcost(ps) :10:2); 
WriteLowVoltages(info,lovolt,ps); 
DisposeARec(RowHead,rows); 
DisposeACompPnt(overload); 
DisposeAco·mpPnt (lovolt); 
End; { of Procedure RunEDOverload 
Procedure BeginEDProblem; 
Var Solvable Boolean;{True if ED and overload problems can be solved} 
ps TPowerSystem; {Stores the power system for the problem } 
TSingle : Timer;{Stores the time of the ED and overload solution} 
Begin 
{ Procedure runs an intial power flow before the economic dispatch and 
overload problems are started. } 
AssignFile(costfile, 'c:\home2\caroline\cost.txt'); 
Rewrite(costfile); 
AssignFile(allinfo, 'c:\home2\caroline\alldata.txt'); 
Rewrite(allinfo); 
writeln(allinfo, 'beginning economic dispatch for base case'); 
writeln(allinfo); 
OpenFile; 
TSingle.Init; 
TSingle.Start; 
ps := nil; 
PwrinitializeParameters(1); 
INIFileRead; 
{ Read options from the PowerPro.Ini file in the windows directory } 
ps := TPowerSystem.Create('Standard Solution'); 
InitialPwrflow(filename,ps); 
writeln('after initial powerflow'); 
writegeneration(info,ps); 
writeinterchang~(info,ps); 
writeareademand(info,ps); 
writevoltages(info,false,ps); 
writeflows(info,ps); 
RunEDOverload(ps,Solvable); 
TSingle.Stop; 
Writeln(TSingle.ttotal:9:2,' total ED time'); 
WriteStarLine(allinfo); 
Close(debugdata); 
{Make sure this isn't here if testing transactions with Unit TestTrans.} 
Close (info) ; 
Close(costfile); 
Close(allinfo); 
End; { of Procedure BeginEDProblem } 
end. {Unit Econdisp } . 
Unit OVerld 
unit Overld; 
This unit runs an initial powerflow and checks for overloaded lines. 
If overloads are found, then they are removed using an LP program. 
The LP tableau is set up based upon line flow sensitivities 
calculated in MainOvEd. MainOvEd also contains the procedures for 
running the powerflow, checking for overloads and adding entries 
to the linked lists for the tableau. All tableau set-up 
procedures in Overld are specific for solving the overloading 
problem. } 
All calculations assume p.u. values on an 100 MVA base. } 
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interface 
Uses WinCrt, Simplex, PwrSys, Globals, Sensitive, FileiO, Math, 
Branches,Pwrinit,ManChanges,DynUnit,YBus,BFactorFB,Jacobian, 
CalMismatch,PoutUnit,LowVoltage,AreaUnit,OptMult,SolvePwr,NoSol, 
Misc,Tableau,MainOvED; 
Procedure SolveOverload(Var overload : AcompPnt;Var ps 
Var Solvable :Boolean); 
Procedure BeginOverloadProblem(filename String); 
implementation 
Uses EconDisp; 
Procedure SolveOverload; 
Var numiter : Integer; 
{ Total number of iterations to solve overload problem } 
TPowerSystem; 
SystemB : MyVector; { b in the system equation Ax=b } 
RowHead : ARecArray; { Stores tableau } 
rows,cols : Integer; 
{ Total number of rows,columns not including slacks } 
slack GroupPnt; 
numslack : Integer; 
SlackRow : BoolVect; 
{Linked list containing slack variables } 
{ Number of slack variables 
{ True, row contains slack appropriate for basis 
Cost MyVector; { Cost vector } 
BasicX MyVector; { x in the system equation Ax=b } 
OldSystemB MyVector; { b for system at prev~ous iteration 
i Integer; { Loop variables } 
nearoverload AcompPnt; { Lines within 90% of MVA limit } 
numgen Integer; {Number of online generators in tableau 
GenOrder IntVect; { Order of generators in tableau } 
lovolt ACompPnt; 
Linked list of buses with voltages < 0.93 p.u. and> 0.90 p.u. } 
finalchange : Single; { Dummy variable for LP solution } 
Begin 
{ Procedure sets up tableau and solves the overload problem either 
after and ED or after an initial power flow i 
BeginOverloadProblem.} 
numgen := NumOnline(ps); 
FindGenOrder(GenOrder,ps); 
numiter := 0; 
nearoverload := nil; 
lovolt := nil; 
Solvable := True; 
While (overload <> nil) and (numiter < 10) Do Begin 
numiter := numiter + 1; 
FindNearOverload(ps,nearoverload); 
FindLowVoltages(ps,lovolt); 
InitializeRec(RowHead}; 
WriteOverload(info,overload,ps}; 
WriteNearOverload(info,nearoverload,ps}; 
WriteLowVoltages(info,lovolt,ps}; 
SetUpTableau(ps,RowHead,nearoverload,overload,lovolt,rows,cols,SlackRow, . 
numgen,GenOrder,OVL}; 
AddSlacks(nearoverload,overload,lovolt,RowHead,slack,numslack,ps,numgen, 
OVL}; 
SetUpB(SystemB,nearoverload,overload,lovolt,rows,ps,numgen,GenOrder,OVL, 
0} ; 
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SetUpCosts(Cost,ps,OVL); 
SolveProblemLP(RowHead,slack,SysternB,SlackRow,BasicX,Cost,numslack,rows, 
cols+numslack,finalchange); 
I£ CantSolve Then Begin 
numiter := 20; { Set iteration number so that problem terminates } 
DisposeACompPnt(overload); 
DisposeACompPnt(nearoverload); 
DisposeACompPnt(lovolt); 
Solvable := False; 
CantSolve := False; { Eliminate problems with multi-iterations } 
End { of if CantSolve } 
Else Begin 
DetermineChanges(BasicX,cols,ps,GenOrder); 
If Rectangular Then RSolvePwrflow (ps,O) 
Else Begin 
SolvePwrflow (ps,O); 
ps.ConvertToRectangular (l,ps.lvbus); 
End; { of if not rectangular } 
DisposeACompPnt(overload); 
DisposeACompPnt(nearoverload); 
DisposeACompPnt(lovolt); 
FindOverloadedLines(ps,overload); 
DisposeARec(RowHead,rows); 
End; { of Not CantSolve } 
End; { of While for overload } 
FindOverloadedLines(ps,overload); 
If overload <> nil Then Begin 
WriteOverload(info,overload,ps); 
writeln(allinfo,' overload cannot be solved in numiter, 
iterations'); 
Solvable := False; 
CantSolve := True; 
End; { of if overload <> nil } 
DisposeACompPnt(overload); 
DisposeACompPnt(nearoverload); 
DisposeACompPnt(lovolt); 
writeln(allinfo, 'number of overload iterations ',numiter); 
DisposeARec(RowHead,rows); 
End; { of Procedure SolveOverload 
Procedure BeginOverloadProblem; 
Var overload AcompPnt; { Pointer to linked list of overloaded lines 
ps TPowerSystem; { Pointer to power system } 
Solvable Boolean; { True if the overload can be removed 
OrigGen GArray; { Base case value of generation } 
TSingle Timer; { Stores time of overload solution } 
Begin 
{ This procedure calls an initial power flow and then checks for 
overloads. No ED is done. } 
AssignFile(costfile, 'c:\home2\caroline\cost.txt'); 
Rewrite(costfile); 
AssignFile(allinfo, 'c:\home2\caroline\alldata.txt'); 
Rewrite(allinfo); 
overload := nil; 
OpenFile; 
Solvable := True; 
ps := nil; 
TSingle.Init; 
TSingle.Start; 
PwrinitializeParameters(l); 
INIFileRead; 
{ Read options from the OVTEST.Ini file in the windows directory } 
ps := TPowerSystem.Create('Standard Solution'); 
InitialPwrflow(filename,ps); 
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writeln('after initialpwrflow'); 
writeln(info, 'total cost before overload removal'); 
writeln(info,CalculateTotalCost(ps) :10:2); 
writeln(info, 'line flows before lp'); 
WriteFlows(info,ps); 
writeln(info, 'initial area interchange '); 
Writeinterchange(info,ps); 
FindOverloadedLines(ps,overload); 
If overload=nil Then writeln{info, 'no overload') 
Else Begin 
WriteOverload(info,overload,ps); 
SolveOverload(overload,ps,Solvable); 
End; 
{writeln(info, 'line flows after overload'); 
WriteFlows(info,ps);} 
writeln(info, 'total cost after overload'); 
Writeln(info,CalculateTotalCost(ps) :10:2); 
TSingle.Stop; 
Writeln(TSingle.ttotal:9:2,' =total ED time'); 
ps.Destroy; 
Close(debugdata); 
Close (info) ; 
Close(costfile); 
End; { of Procedure BeginOverloadProblem 
end. Unit Overload } 
tJ:nit TestTran 
unit Testtran; 
This unit contains the necessary procedures to test the limits of 
transactions between areas. The transactions may be limited due 
to overload situations which cannot be removed, generation 
constraints, or contingencies. These limits are the transmission 
capacity limits or transfer capability limits of the system under 
various conditions. } 
interface 
Uses WinCrt,PwrSys,Globals,YBus,SolvePwr,EconDisp,MainOvED,Misc,FileiO, 
ManChanges,SysUtils,WinTypes,WinProcs,Classes,IniFiles,Math, 
Branches,Pwrinit,DynUnit,BFactorFB,Jacobian,CalMismatch,PoutUnit, 
LowVoltage,AreaUnit,OptMult,NoSol; 
Type 
TransPnt = ATransRec; { Points to a set of simultaneous transactions } 
TransRec = Record 
fromarea:Integer; 
Number of from area as in case data file 
toarea Integer; 
Number of to area as in case data file 
frompos : Integer; 
{ Number of from area in area array 
topes : Integer; 
Number of to area in area array } 
next : TransPnt; 
End; 
The corresponding position in the area array may not necessarily be 
the same as the area number in the case data file. } 
CTGPnt ACTGRec; 
CTGRec Record { Record of line contingencies 
frombus Integer; 
Number of from bus as in case data file } 
tobus Integer; 
1M 
Number of to bus as in case data file } 
lineptr : TTRLine; 
Pointer to the line in the line linked list 
next : CTGPnt; 
End; 
TransArray = Array[l .. 20] of TransPnt; 
Array of linked lists containing sets of transaction } 
Var 
Limit : TextFile; { Needed to store data on transaction limits. } 
casefile : TextFile; 
{ Needed to store data on value of transaction increments. } 
Procedure PwrflowTrans(FileName : String; ps : TPowerSystem; SingleCTG 
CTGPnt; Var Solvable: Boolean); 
Function FindAreaPos(areanum : integer; ps : TPowerSystem) : Integer; 
Procedure SetLinePos(Contingency : CTGPnt; ps TPowerSystem) ; 
Procedure SetAreaPos(temptrans : TransPnt; ps TPowerSystem) ; 
Procedure WriteOutTransaction(Var filevar : TextFile; temptrans 
TransPnt); 
Procedure ResetGeneration(Var OrigGen : GArray;ps : TPowerSystem); 
Procedure SingleTransaction(Var MultSolvable : Boolean; multinc : 
Single;fromarea,toarea : Integer; OneTrans : Boolean; ps : 
TPowerSystem; SingleCTG : CTGPnt; Var Areaint : GArray; filename 
String) ; 
Procedure MultipleTransaction(filename : String;temptrans : TransPnt; 
OneTrans : Boolean; ps : TPowerSystem; SingleCTG: CTGPnt); 
Procedure RunContingencyFromFile(filename : String; OneTrans : Boolean; 
TempTrans : TransPnt; Contingency CTGPnt); 
Procedure CheckTransactions(TempTrans TransPnt; Var OneTrans 
Boolean ) ; 
Procedure AddTransaction(Var TempTrans TransPnt; fromarea,toarea 
Integer); 
Procedure DisposeContingency(Var Contingency CTGPnt); 
Procedure DisposeTransaction(Var Transaction TransArray) ; 
Procedure ReadTransFile(filename : String; Var Transaction : TransArray; 
Var numtrans : Integer); 
Procedure ReadCTGFile(filename : String; Var Contingency : CTGPnt); 
Function GenGTLoad(fromarea : Integer; exportmw : Single;ps : 
TPowerSystem) : Boolean; 
Function IncLTLoad(Var LoadChange :Boolean; toarea 
Single; ps : TPowerSystem) : Boolean; 
Integer; importmw 
Procedure IncreaseAreaLoad(aareanurn : Integer; increase 
TPowerSystern) ; 
Single;ps 
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Procedure RestoreAreaLoad(aareanum : Integer;ps : TPowerSystem); 
Procedure TestTransactions(filename : String; ContingencyType : 
Integer); 
implementation 
Procedure PwrflowTrans; { Solve the 
var i,j Integer; 
ltemp Boolean; 
{ Temp storage of DependentLoadModels 
nurnitr Integer; 
InputFileName : String; 
TSingle : Timer; 
Begin 
pwrflow for initial values. } 
} 
{ Number of powerflow iterations 
{ Case file name } 
{ Stores time of powerflow } 
This procedure is essentially the same as the InitialPwrflow found 
in MainOVED except that certain changes to area interchange and 
bus loads need to be made before the Jacobian and YBus are built. 
These changes are made after the case is read as stored in the 
*.cf file. } 
Make changes necessary for transaction studies. } 
Area Interchange changes should have been made prior to this point. 
Make sure that ReadRaw and ReadDYNFile are called before passing 
ps into this procedure. } 
If SingleCTG <> nil Then SingleCTGA.lineptr.status := 0; 
With ps Do Begin 
CheckArea := True; 
For i := 1 to lvarea Do 
Area[i] .ControlStatus := AGC; 
Buildybus(1,lvbus,nil,Bus,Gen,Lines,YBsHd,YBsDg,False,True); 
For j := 1 to lvgen Do Gen[j] .ChangeMWRef(O,O,Bus); 
Setup var limits } 
nosim := 0; { Nosim contains the number of nonslack buses } 
For i := 1 to lvbus Do If Bus[i]A.cat <> SlackCat Then Inc(nosim); 
BuildJac(true); 
AddFills(BJacHd,BJacDg,BPerint); 
ReadChgFile(InputFileName,HeadEvent,.HeadChange,CurChange,ps); 
ReadOutputFormat(InputFileName,nfields,ntimesteps,lvbus,lvarea,Outpt,Bus 
,Gen,Lines,Area); 
MakeChanges(ps,timestep,O,CurChange); 
ExecuteEvents(ps,O,StateHd); 
First solve for the high voltage solution, then if dual = 2 solve for 
the low voltage solution using the high voltage solution as a 
starting value (except at the simplified bus) } 
TSingle.Init; 
TSingle.Start; 
EnforceTapDelays := False; 
Always solve initial powerflow with dependent load models off } 
ltemp := DependentLoadModels; 
If not NominalLoad Then DependentLoadModels .- False 
Else If DependentLoadModels Then For i := 1 to lvbus Do 
Bus[i]A.DetermineCnstLoad(Rectangular); 
If Rectangular Then RSolvePwrflow (ps,O) 
Else Begin 
SolvePwrflow (ps,O); 
ConvertToRectangular (1,lvbus); 
End; 
If IgnoreConductOpt = 0 Then 
Fori := 1 to lvbus Do Bus[i)A.DetermineCnstLoad(Rectangular); 
DependentLoadModels := ltemp; 
TSingle.Stop; 
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If ps.error <> 0 Then Solvable := False 
{ Powerflow is not solvable at this interchange level. } 
Else Solvable := True; 
If Dual = 2 Then Begin 
pslow := ps.InitNewSystem('Second' ,True,True); 
Check area should be false } 
End; 
If ps.error > 0 Then Begin 
NoSolCtrlMoves(ps,numitr,O); 
End; 
currentlowbus := 0; 
End; 
CheckArea := False; 
{ Want to be able to control interchange in ED } 
For i := 1 to ps.lvarea Do 
ps . Area[i] .ControlStatus := noAreaControl; 
End; { of Procedure PwrflowTrans } 
Function FindAreaPos; 
Var i : Integer; 
Begin 
{ Function finds the position of the area in the area array 
corresponding to the number given in the case file. } 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to lvarea Do 
If Area['i] .num = areanum Then FindAreaPos .- i; 
End; 
End; of Function FindAreaPos 
Procedure SetLinePos; 
Var p . CTGPnt; 
pline : TTRLine; 
Begin 
Pointer to line contingency 
Pointer to line } 
{ Procedure finds the position of each contingency in the line linked 
list. } 
p := Contingency; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
With ps Do Begin 
pline := ps.Lines; 
While pline <> nil Do Begin 
{ Check both options for line identification. } 
If ((pline.fbusnum = pA.frombus) and (pline.tbusnum = pA.tobus)) 
or ((pline.tbusnum = pA.frombus) and (pline.fbusnum = pA . tobus)) 
Then pA.lineptr := pline; 
pline := pline.next; 
End; { of While pline <> nil } 
End; { of with ps } 
p : = p A . next ; 
End; { of While NOT nil } 
End; { of Procedure SetLinePos 
Procedure SetAreaPos; 
Var p : TransPnt; Pointer to a transaction linked list } 
Begin 
{ Procedure finds the area position in the area array for the areas in. 
a transaction. } 
p : = TempTrans ; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
pA.frompos := FindAreaPos(pA.fromarea,ps); 
pA.topos := FindAreaPos(pA.toarea,ps); 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of While p <> nil } 
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End; of Procedure SetAreaPos 
Procedure WriteOutTransaction; 
Var P : TransPnt; { Pointer to a transaction linked list } 
Begin 
{ Procedure writes out the individual transactions contained in a 
simultaneous transaction set. } 
p := TempTrans; 
writeln(filevar, 'transaction consisting of individual transactions:'); 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
writeln(filevar,pA.fromarea,' ',pA.toarea); 
p := pA.next; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
End; { of Procedure WriteOutTransaction 
Procedure ResetGeneration; 
Var i : Integer; 
Begin 
{ Procedure changes mwref back to the originial base case value. } 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to lvgen Do 
Gen[i] .SetMW(OrigGen[i]); 
End; { of with psA } 
End; { of Procedure ResetGeneration 
Procedure SingleTransaction; 
Var increment Single; 
i,k,j,m Integer; 
{ Transaction increase increment in p.u. } 
{ Loop variables } 
Solvable Boolean; 
True - transaction is too large to remove overloads 
LoadChange Boolean; 
True if the load has changed for a transaction } 
pline TTRLine; { Pointer to a line 
InputFileName String; { Name of case file 
Begin 
{ Tests the limits of the overload removal for a . single transaction by 
increasing the transaction in increments of 10 MW. Make sure that 
the original transaction in the data file is 0. } 
increment := 0; 
ps.Destroy; 
ps := nil; 
{ Reset the powersystem before the initial powerflow } 
ps := TPowerSystem.Create('Standard Solution'); 
InputFileName := filename+' .cf'; 
ReadRaw(InputFileName,True,ps); 
ReadDYNFile(InputFileName,ps,True); 
SetLinePos(SingleCTG,ps); 
For i := 1 to ps.lvarea Do ps.Area[i] .mw .- Areaint[i]; 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to ps.lvarea Do Begin 
Need to do this way due to multiple transactions } 
If (Areaint[i] > 0) And (Solvable) Then Solvable .-
GenGTLoad(i,Areaint(i],ps) 
Else If (Areaint[i] < 0) And (Solvable) Then If Solvable Then 
Solvable := IncLTLoad(LoadChange,i,Abs(Areaint[i]) ,ps); 
End; { of loop over areas } 
If Solvable then 
PwrflowTrans(filename+' .cf' ,ps,SingleCTG,Solvable) 
Else MultSolvable := False; 
If Solvable Then RunEDOverload(ps,Solvable); 
If not Solvable Then Begin 
writeln(limit, 'contingency case not solvable at onset'); 
writeln(allinfo, 'contingency base ED not solvable '); 
writeln(casefile,increment:5:2,multinc:15:2); 
End; { of not Solvable } 
WriteLine(allinfo); 
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If Not Solvable Then MultSolvable .- False; 
While Solvable Do Begin 
ps.Destroy; 
ps := nil; 
ps := TPowerSystem.Create('Standard Solution'); 
ReadRaw(InputFileName,True,ps); 
ReadDYNFile(InputFileName,ps,True); 
SetLinePos(SingleCTG,ps); 
increment := increment + 0.10; { Increase transaction by 10 MW } 
Areaint[fromarea] := Areaint[fromarea] + 0.10; 
Areaint[toarea] := Areaint[toarea] - 0.10; 
writeln(allinfo, 'TRANSFER INCREMENT ',increment:5:2,' 
TRANSACTION' ,fromarea,' TO ',toarea); 
For i := 1 to ps.lvarea Do Begin 
{ Need to do this way due to multiple transactions } 
If (Areaint[i] > 0) And (Solvable) Then Solvable .-
GenGTLoad(i,Areaint[i],ps) 
Else If (Areaint[i] < 0) And (Solvable) Then If Solvable Then 
Solvable := IncLTLoad(LoadChange,i,Abs(Areaint[i]},ps); 
End; { of loop over areas } 
If Solvable Then Begin 
I.f Not MultSolvable Then MultSolvable .- True; 
Fori := 1 to ps.lvarea Do Area[i] .mw .- Areaint[i]; 
Assign net interchange. } 
writeln(limit, 'increment ',increment); 
writeln(limit, 'area desired interchange following increment'); 
For m := 1 to lvarea Do 
writeln(limit, 'area ',m,' ',area[m] .mw); 
writeln(limit); 
writeln(limit, 'area load following single increment'); 
For m := 1 to lvarea Do 
writeln(limit, 'area ',m,' ',area[m] .load(lvbus,bus, 'W')); 
wri teln (limit) ; 
writeln(limit, 'generation values after increment before 
powerflow'); 
WriteGeneration(limit,ps); 
PwrflowTrans(filename+' .cf' ,ps,SingleCTG,Solvable); 
writeln('after powerflow'); 
writeln(limit, 'generation values after increment after 
power flow'); 
WriteGeneration(limit,ps); 
If Not Solvable Then Begin 
writeln(limit, 'contingency not solvable after increment'); 
writeln(casefile,increment:5:2,multinc:5:2); 
writeln(allinfo, 'case not solvable after increment '); 
Solvable := False; 
End; { if Not Solvable following powerflow } 
If Solvable Then Begin 
RunEDOverload(ps,Solvable); 
writeln('after ED'); 
If Not MultSolvable Then MultSolvable := True; 
End; { of if Solvable } 
If Not Solvable Then Begin 
writeln(allinfo, 'increment ',increment:5:3,' not solvable'); 
writeln(casefile,increment:5:2,multinc:15:2); 
End; { of not Solvable } 
If Solvable then writeln(limit, 'OK ',fromarea,' ',toarea,' 
',increment); 
WriteLine(allinfo); 
End { of if GenGTLoad and IncLTLoad } 
Else Begin 
writeln(casefile,increment:5:2,multinc:15:2); 
Solvable := False; 
Writeln(limit, 'not solvable ',fromarea,' 1 ,toarea, I 
I, increment); 
End; 
End; 
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End; 
End; 
{ Of While Solvable } 
{ of with ps } 
{ of Procedure SingleTransaction 
Procedure MultipleTransaction; 
Var Areaint : GArray; Stores net interchange for each area 
p,p1 : TransPnt; 
{ p points to transaction that gets changed in SingleTransaction } 
Solvable Boolean; { True - problem setup is still solvable 
increment Extended; { Increment of area transactions } 
i Integer; { Loop variable } 
LoadChange Boolean; 
{ True - load has changed to accomondate a transaction 
InputFileName : String; { Name of case file } 
Begin 
{ Analyzes the transaction limits for multiple simultaneous 
transactions. This is done by setting all but one transaction 
constant and changing the remaining one until a limit is 
reached. The constant transactions are then increased and the 
process is repeated. This is done for all transactions as the non-
constant transaction. } 
p := temptrans; 
p1 := temptrans; 
Solvable := True; 
InputFileName := filename + ' .cf'; 
For i := 1 to 100 Do Areaint[i] . - 0; 
LoadChange := False; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
writeln(pA.fromarea,' ',pA.toarea); 
increment := 0.0; 
While (Solvable) Do Begin 
ps.Destroy; 
ps := nil; 
ps := TPowerSystem.Create('Standard Solution'); 
ReadRaw(InputFileName,True,ps); 
ReadDYNFile(InputFileName,ps,True); 
SetLinePos(SingleCTG,ps); 
For i := 1 to ps.lvarea Do Begin 
Make sure that there is no interchange initially. 
ps.Area[i] .mw := 0; 
Areaint[i] := 0; 
End; 
writeln(allinfo, 'OTHER TRANSACTIONS INCREMENT ' ,increment:5:2); 
{ Sum up net interchange for all areas in all transactions except one. 
While p1 <> nil Do Begin . 
If p1 <> p Then Begin 
Areaint[p1A.frompos] := Areaint[p1A.frompos] + increment; 
Areaint[p1A.topos] .- Areaint[p1A.topos] - increment; 
End; { of If p1 <> p } 
p1 := p1A.next; 
End; { While p1 <> nil } 
For i := 1 to ps.lvarea Do Begin 
If (Areaint[i] > 0) And (Solvable) Then Solvable := 
GenGTLoad(i,Areaint[i] ,ps) 
Else If (Areaint[i] < 0) And (Solvable) Then Solvable .-
IncLTLoad(LoadChange,i,Abs(Areaint[i]) ,ps); 
End; { of loop over areas } 
If Solvable Then Begin 
Fori := 1 to ps.lvarea Do ps.Area[i] .mw := Areaint[i]; 
SingleTransaction(Solvable,increment,pA.frompos,pA.topos,OneTrans,ps, 
SingleCTG,Areaint,filename); 
End { of if Solvable } 
Else Begin 
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Writeln(allinfo, 'multiple transaction increment ',increment, 
not solvable'); 
End; 
p1 := temptrans; 
increment := increment + 0.10; { 10 MW change in interchange 
End; { of While Solvable } 
Solvable := True; { Reset Solvable for the next transaction 
p1 := temptrans; 
p := p"'.next; 
End; { of While p <> nil } 
End; { of Procedure MultipleTransaction 
Procedure RunContingencyFromFile; 
Var p : CTGPnt; { Pointer to a line contingency } 
ps : TPowerSystem; 
Stores the power system read from the file } 
dum Boolean; { dummy variable } 
Areaint 
i 
InputFileName 
Begin 
GArray; 
Integer; 
String; 
{ Stores net area interchange 
{ Loop variable } 
{ Name of case file } 
{ Procedure tests transactions with contingencies in place. The 
contingencies are as defined in the *.ctg file that should be 
present with each case file. } 
ps := nil; 
dum := True; 
For i := 1 to 100 Do Areaint[i] .- 0; 
p := Contingency; 
InputFileName := filename + '.cf'; 
ps := TPowerSystem.Create('Standard Solution'); 
ReadRaw(InputFileName,True,ps); 
ReadDYNFile(InputFileName,ps,True); 
SetLinePos(Contingency,ps); 
SetAreaPos(TempTrans,ps); 
If p = nil Then Begin 
writeln(allinfo,' NO CONTINGENCY- BASE CASE ' ); 
If OneTrans Then 
SingleTransaction(dum,O,TempTrans"'.frompos,TempTrans"'.topos,OneTrans,ps, 
p,Areaint,filename) 
Else MultipleTransaction(filename,TempTrans,OneTrans,ps,p); 
End; { of if p = nil } 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
ps.Destroy; 
ps := nil; 
ps := TPowerSystem.Create( ' Standard Solution'); 
ReadRaw(InputFileName,True,ps); 
ReadDYNFile(InputFileName,ps,True); 
writeln(allinfo, 'CONTINGENCY line ',' 
If OneTrans Then 
',p"'. frombus,' ' , p"'. tobus) ; 
SingleTransaction(dum,O,TempTrans"'.frompos,TempTrans"'.topos,OneTrans,ps, 
p,Areaint,filename) 
Else MultipleTransaction(filename,TempTrans,OneTrans,ps,p); 
p : = p"' .next; 
End; { of While Not nil } 
ps.Destroy; 
ps .- nil; 
End; { of Procedure RunContingencyFromFile 
Procedure CheckTransactions; 
Begin 
{ Checks to see if there is one or more individual transactions in a 
transaction set. } 
If TempTrans"'.next = nil Then OneTrans := True 
Else OneTrans := False; 
End; { of Procedure CheckTransactions } 
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Procedure AddTransaction; 
Var p : TransPnt; { Pointer to a transaction linked list } 
Begin 
{ Add a new transaction to the beginning of the transaction list. } 
New(p); 
p~.next := TempTrans; 
p~.fromarea := fromarea; 
p~.toarea := toarea; 
TempTrans := p; 
End; { of Procedure AddTransaction 
Procedure DisposeContingency; 
Var p,p1 : CTGPnt; { Pointers to contingency linked lists } 
Begin 
{ Disposes of a contingency linked list. } 
p := Contingency; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
p1 := p; 
p := p~.next; 
Dispose (p1) ; 
p1 := nil; 
End; 
Contingency := nil; 
End; { of Procedure DisposeContingency 
Procedure 
Var p,p1 
i 
Begin 
DisposeTransaction; 
TransPnt; { Pointers to a transaction linked list } 
: Integer; { Loop variable } 
{ Dipose of a linked list of transactions. 
For i := 1 to 20 Do Begin 
p := Transaction[i]; 
While p <> nil Do Begin 
p1 : = p; 
p := p~.next; 
Dispose (p1) ; 
p1 := nil; 
End; { of while p <> nil } 
Transaction[i] := nil; 
End; { of loop over transactions } 
End; { of Procedure DisposeTransaction 
Procedure ReadTransFile; 
Var p TransPnt; 
filevar TextFile; 
fromarea 
toarea 
word 
Begin 
Integer; 
Integer; 
String[4]; 
{ Pointer to a transaction linked list 
{ File to read transactions from } 
{ From area for a transaction } 
{ To area for a transaction } 
{ Stores string from transaction file } 
{ Read sets of transactions from the transaction file. } 
numtrans := 0; 
Assign{filevar,filename); 
Reset(filevar); 
Read(filevar,fromarea); 
While fromarea > 0 Do Begin 
numtrans := numtrans + 1; 
Read(filevar,toarea,word); 
AddTransaction(Transaction[numtrans],fromarea,toarea); 
While word <> ' END' Do Begin 
Read(filevar,fromarea,toarea); 
AddTransaction(Transaction[numtrans],fromarea,toarea); 
Read(filevar,word); 
End; { of while not end of line } 
Readln(filevar); 
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Read(filevar,fromarea); 
End; { of while not end of file 
Close(filevar); 
writeln('after read transactions'); 
End; { of Procedure ReadTransFile } 
Procedure ReadCTGFile; 
Var filevar TextFile; 
frornbus Integer; 
tobus Integer; 
p CTGPnt; 
Begin 
{ Reads the set of all contingencies for the current case. } 
Assign(filevar,filename); 
Reset(filevar); 
Read(filevar,frornbus); 
While frornbus > 0 Do Begin 
Readln(filevar,tobus); 
New(p); 
pA.frornbus := frornbus; 
pA.tobus := tobus; 
PA.next := Contingency; 
Contingency := p; 
Read(filevar,frornbus); 
End; { of while frornbus > 0 } 
Close(filevar); 
End; { of Procedure ReadCTGFile 
Function GenGTLoad; 
Var i Integer; 
sum : Single; 
Begin 
Loop variable } 
Sum of maximum generation for an area } 
{ Checks to see if maximum generation for an area is greater than its 
load plus the amount of desired export. Assumes that exportmw is 
positive. } 
With ps Do Begin 
sum := 0; 
For i := 1 to lvgen Do Begin 
If (Bus[Gen[i] .nbus]A.areapos 
Then sum := sum + Gen[i] .MaxMW; 
End; { of loop over generators } 
fromarea) and (Gen[i] .status 
If (sum-Area[fromarea] .load(lvbus,Bus, 'W')- exportmw) > 0.03 Then 
GenGTLoad := True 
Else GenGTLoad := False; 
0.03 is a factor for area losses, might need to be bigger } 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Function GenGTLoad } 
Function IncLTLoad; 
Var demand : Single; Total area load for receiving area } 
Begin 
1) 
{ Checks to see if area load is greater than or equal to its import. 
If this is not the case, then the area load is increased 
accordingly. Assumes importmw is positive. } 
IncLTLoad := False; 
With ps Do Begin 
demand:= Area[toarea] .load(lvbus,Bus, 'W'); 
If importmw < demand Then IncLTLoad := True 
Else Begin 
IncreaseAreaLoad(toarea,importmw-demand,ps); 
LoadChange := True; 
IncLTLoad := True; 
End; { of else } 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Function IncLTLoad 
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Procedure IncreaseAreaLoad; 
Var i,count : integer; { Loop variables } 
increment : Single; 
{ Amount receiving area load needs to be increased by } 
Begin 
{ Increases area load by increasing the load at each bus by an equal 
fraction of the total amount of the needed increase to accomondate 
transactions.} 
count := 0; 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to lvbus Do Begin 
If (Bus[i)A.areapos = aareanurn) and (Bus[i)A.status = 1) Then 
count := count + 1; 
End; { of loop over buses } 
increment := (increase)/count; 
For i := 1 to lvbus Do Begin 
If (Bus[i)A.areapos = aareanum) and (Bus[i)A.status = 1) Then 
Bus[i)A.mw := Bus[i)A.mw + increment; 
End; { of loop over buses } 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Procedure IncreaseAreaLoad 
Procedure RestoreAreaLoad; 
Var i : Integer; 
Begin 
{ Returns the area load to its base case value. } 
With ps Do Begin 
For i := 1 to lvbus Do 
If Bus[i)A.areapos = aareanum Then Bus[i]A.mw .- Bus[i)A.mwcnst; 
End; { of with ps } 
End; { of Procedure RestoreAreaLoad 
Procedure TestTransactions; 
Var Transaction : TransArray;{ Array of linked lists containing 
transaction sets. } 
numtrans Integer; 
i : Integer; 
OneTrans : Boolean; 
Number of sets of transactions. } 
Loop variable } 
True - only testing single transaction, False - multi-transactions} 
Contingency : CTGPnt; 
Array of line contingencies if all lines not tested } 
TTime : Timer; { Stores time of transaction test 
Begin 
{ Procedure tests the limits on transactions by incrementally 
increasing the transaction amount. Limits are tested with 
contingencies in place. } 
TTime.Init; 
TTime.Start; 
Assign(limit, 'c:\home2\caroline\limittst.txt'); 
Rewrite(limit); 
Assign(casefile, 'c:\home2\caroline\caseinc.txt'); 
Rewrite(casefile); 
For i := 1 to 20 Do Transaction[i] := nil; 
Contingency := nil; 
ReadTransFile(filename+' .tra',Transaction,nurntrans); 
ReadCTGFile(filename+' .ctg',Contingency); 
For i := 1 to nurntrans Do Begin 
writeln(allinfo, 'BEGINNING TRANSACTION' ,i); 
writeln('before transaction ',i); 
WriteOutTransaction(allinfo,Transaction[i]); 
writeln(allinfo); 
CheckTransactions(Transaction[i],OneTrans); 
RunContingencyFromFile(filenarne,OneTrans,Transaction[i],Contingency); 
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writeln('after transaction ',i); 
End; { of loop over transactions } 
TTime.Stop; 
writeln(allinfo, 'Time after TestTransactions ',TTime.ttotal:9:2); 
DisposeTransaction(Transaction); 
DisposeContingency(Contingency); 
Close(limit); 
Close(debugdata); 
Close(info); 
Close(allinfo); 
Close(casefile); 
End; { of Procedure TestTransactions 
end. { Unit TestTran } 
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